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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION.

In few fields has the collaboration of two discipline* led

to such fruitful results as the meeting of Physician and Physicist

on the common ground of radioisotope research. Within the last
l

decade, radioisotopes have been used in many fields, from pure

scientific research to the identification of criminals, from

agriculture to industry; but it is in the medical field that some

of the most rapid advances have been made - many now routine

diagnostic tests and radiotherapy treatments owe their origin to

radioisotopes. Because of this greatly increased use of isotopes,

the need to develop a technique to measure natural radioactivity

and any increase from external sources became of paramount importance

The whole-body counter not only appears to be able to supply this

need but also to be a potentially invaluable tool in medical research

The historical development of whole-body monitors and the

improvement in sensitivity is shown in Table 101 (SPIEKfe,1962).

Originally, radioactivity was thought to be beneficial to

the body, but due to subsequent tragic fatalities, its deleterious

effects were also displayed. Early studies, therefore, were

instigated with a view to measuring acquired radium burdens, both

by measuring excretion and retention of radium. The measurement of

the absorbed material was found to be more accurate and sensitive

than the measurement of excreta. From this discovery came the

idea behind whole-body monitoring.



TABLE1.1.

EarlyDevelopmentofWhole-BodyLordtors. M

Reference

TECH!IQUE

Subject Courting Time

Detectionlimit(or3.E.) ugRacquiv.
°/ototalbodyK

1

SnailIcnisationchambers: Schlundtetal(1929) Schlundtetal(1933) Hessand1-IcNiff(1947)
I.C.at1atm.+stringelectrcineter do.

I.C.of13.litresat1atm.

~5 -0.2
~0,03

Geioer-Mullertube: Evans(1937)

1metrearc.

0.1

l,

LargeHighPressureIonizationChambers: Sievert(1951) BurchandSpiers(1953) Sievert(1956)

Circulararrayof10longchambers- 411
do.-tbachingoffchambers.

A.sbefore-underground

2h 2h 3-4h

0.005(SE) 0.003(SE) 0.001(SE)

—50(SE) —30(SE) -10(SE)

Scintillators:

-

a)Organic Anderson(1956) BirdandBurch(1958) b)Inorganic:

4mliquidscintillator Threeunitplasticscintillator
15inin 15ruin

-O.COOl(SE) -0.0001(SE) •

1(SE)
' 1.5(SE)

Marinelli(1956)
4inx1.5inKal-chairgeometry
15ruin

-0.0CO3(SE)

3.5(SE)

(BE)=standarderror ug!laequiv,=ugRav/ithalldaughterproductsatequilibrium.



The first measurements were made (SCHLUNDT, BARKER and FLINN,

1929) using ionization chambers of 1-2 litres capacity in series

with sensitive electrometers. FLINN (1929) pointed out the effect
4

of the subjects on the apparatus, but this was largely due to the(

body temperature affecting the electrometer fibre. The first

redistribution studies (SCHLUNDT, NERANCY and MORRIS, 1933) were

attempted by inserting sealed radon ampoules in a phantom, simulating

the assumed distribution of radium in the body.

In 1937, EVANS initiated accurate quantitative measurement

by considering body geometry, internal radiation absorption and

the effect of absorption of background radiation by the subject.

To do this, a Geiger-Muller counter with a 1 metre arc geometry

was used0 Unfortunately, however, the method was rather

insensitive, partly due to the low intrinsic efficiency of a Geiger-

Muller tube for gamma rays.

The sensitivity for measurement of natural gamma-ray activity-

was approached (SIEVERT, 1951) hy using ten high pressure ionization

chambers and nearly k "fr geometry. Later he further increased

his sensitivity by utilizing water-shielding and an underground

laboratory.

About the same time, (BURCH and SPIERS, 1953) similar

sensitivity was acquired, using ionization chambers above the patient

only, by compensating for drifts in cosmic ray intensity and using

water shielding supplemented by steel. In Denmark, RUNDO (1955)

-2-



using a similar technique found comparable results but these still

gave a standard error of - 20fo on the natural gamma-ray activity

of the human body.
i

The great increase in sensitivity to enable the accurate

measurement of natural body activity came about with the development

of large scale scintillation counters,, The large liquid

scintillation counters (ANDEHSON, 1956), the plastic scintillation

apparatus (BIHD and BURCH, 1958) and the sodium iodide counters

pioneered by MAHINELLI (1956) not only lowered the limit of detection

by a factor of ten, rendering the ion-chamber and Geiger-eounter

technique obsolete, but also provided gamma-ray spectral resolution

to a greater or lesser extent, and secured for the whole-body

counter a place in the medical research world today.

The disadvantage of using an organic scintillator, whether

liquid or plastic, is that photons are absorbed mainly by th®

Compton process and yield rather asymmetrical broad peaks. However,

they are considerably cheaper than a Nal (Tl) crystal of comparable

size and are ideal for studies where high sensitivity is of paramount

importance, but good spectrometric resolution is not required.

A sodium iodide detector, however, where a considerable fraction

of incident photons are absorbed, provides sharp photo-peaks and

good resolution. The Nal (Tl) crystal was, therefore, the choice

of detector by a Panel on the Clinical Uses of Whole-Body Counting?
S

Vienna (1966).

-5-



Although steel is the most common shielding material, others

available locally, such as marble, serpentine or chalk, may be

considered. In our study, standard 4 inch lead bricks were used.

The clinical applications of the whole-body counter are
l

roughly classified into absorption studies of diagnostic significance,

such as the absorption of labelled iron or Vitamin Bjg in the
treatment of iron deficiency anaemia or pernicious anaemia, and

long-term research investigations into the turnover rate of the

various metabolic pools in the body. The routine clinical absorption

studies require only limited sensitivity, since often less sensitive

measurements such as serum or plasma specific activities are

simultaneously carried out. A comparatively simple and inexpensive

monitor is needed (VEALL, 1962; HINE, JAGGER, and BURROWS, 1962).

However, use of a less sensitive whole-body counter in these studies

eliminates the difficulties and inaccuracies associated with

excreta collection, and obviates the expense and inconvenience

of hospitiliaation for normal controls and out-patients.

When long-term metabolic studies are envisaged, excreta collection

is impossible and a whole-body monitor of high sensitivity is of

paramount importances Commercial steel-room whole-body monitors

cost £20,000 to £30,000 and additional costs may include the

possible need of a separate building and cost of construction of

the steel room. Because of this expense and the limited number

of measurements which require this sensitivity, the mobile whole-

body monitor (BOBBY, 19671) was constructed to serve a number of



hospitals. This monitor is at least as sensitive as most steel-

room monitors in Britain and able to measure natural body potassium-40,

and follow the turnover rate of administered isotopes for up to

2 or 3 years, depending on the half-life of the isotope. The

modified prototype monitor described in this thesis is of comparable

sensitivity and could be constructed for about £6,500. In Table 1.2

is a summary of some of the clinical applications of whole-body

counters (PiiOC. PANEL on CLINICAL USES of WHOLE-BODY COUNTING,

VIIiNNA, 1966). To date, using our monitors we have studied some

aspects of potassium levels in health and disease; iron metabolism

and therapy; phosphorus-32 therapy; vitamin Bj^ metabolism and

therapy using both cobalt-57 and cobalt-580 Some work with iodine-

128 and technetium-99m has been done in connection with thyroid

disorders. Chromium-51 and zinc-65 have been used as tracer

elements.

The following chapter describes the modification of the original

prototype monitor described by BODDY (1967a) and its performance

compared to other monitors. A modified technique for measuring
\

accurately the absorption of oral vitamin Bj^ and the effect of

body stores on the absorption of intravenous vitamin B^g are described
in chapter 3« In chapter 4, the rate of excretion of a massive

parenteral dose of Imferon is considered for normal controls, and

those with suspected gastro-intestinal or abnormal menstrual blood

loss. The use of the whole-body counter to study iron loss and

metabolism of those undergoing regular dialysis therapy is shown

in chapter 5*
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TABLE102

SUMMARYOFCL1NJCAEAPPLICATIONSOFV/UOLF-BODYCOUNTERS
Elementorcompound 51

ChromiumCr Iodide131I Thyroxine3I ProteinI ElectrolytesK.24j^„ ((except*°K)2jW,3*
28>{g

Potassium Iron59yc Calcium^Ca Strontium3^Sr jVitaminI3io3^Co1 Co

Br,

Absorption tt
R,FD R,FD R,I)

MetabolicKinetic(pool) studiesjstudies

Comments

R,1) R,Fl> R,FD R D
R,FD R,FD R

Note:D*=diagnostictest FD=possiblefuturediagnosticapplications R=research

R R,FD R

R R R K R,FD

DMeasurementofbloodloss FD=Detectionofthyroidmetastases FD=Thyroidfunctionandkineticstudies IT)=Measurementofdegradationof globulinsandalbumins
Alsoforinvivoactivationanalysis D«=Measurementofbodypotassium Alsovholebodyscaninlow-back¬ groundarea FD =■Bothshort—andlong—termkinetic studies

D=Vitaminabsorptiontest
/



CHAPTER 2 : THE MODIFIED PROTOTYPE WHOLE-BODY MONITOR

2.1 Introduction

In October 1966, when the studies described in this thesis
4

began, the prototype whole-body monitor (BODDY 1967a) with a 3 inch

diameter x 3 inch Nal (Tl) crystal connected to a T.M.C. 100 channel

gammascope was in operation. The arrival in May 196? from Quartz

et Silice, Paris of a 11-g- inch diameter x 4 inch Nal (Tl) crystal

led to a number of modifications which greatly increased the sensitivity

and versatility of the monitor. Since the modified prototype is

directly comparable with M.E.R.L.I.N. (Monitoring Equipment for

Radioactivity at Low Levels IN Vivo) (BODDY, 1967b), where applicable

some of the data quoted was acquired in MERLIN.

This chapter describes the modification of the prototype and

its performance in respect of detection sensitivity, uniformity

of spatial response and ability to evaluate small activity losses

from the body.

2.2 Description of Modified Prototype? Fig.2.

A large increase in sensitivity of the monitor has resulted

from the use of 1L§- inches diameter x 4 inch Nal (Tl) crystal

connected to 7 photomultiplier tubes, specially selected for their

low background and matched output - Fig. 2.1. This multiple

photomultiplier system was chosen because of the advantages of

a number of photomultiplier tubes over a single large photomultiplier

for a crystal of this size (MAY and MARINELLI, 1962). The signals



 



Figo 2 .1 . Sodium Iodide Detector Assembly -

ll| inches diameter x 4 inches



from the photomultiplier tubes are mixed and fed into a T.M.C.

400 channel pulse height analyser, connected to a TMC high voltage

supply/printer unit and resolver-integrator. Fluctuations and

surges in the mains voltage are minimised by means of filter and

stabiliser units.

Since some modification of the central turret was obviously

necessary to house the larger crystal, the shielding vas modified

slightly to be comparable with that of MEHJLIN - Fig. 2.2. To

give an impression of lightness and also to improve the appearance,

the lead shield was covered with imitation-wood armabord.

The bed to crystal-face distance can now be changed at will

from 30 bo 41 cms., an inter-calibration being required for each

position. The two positions used most frequently are: a bed

to crystal-face distance of 30 cms. (when the detector is level

with the steel supporting plate) which gives high sensitivity or

an. increased bed to crystal-face distance of 41 cms., which reduces

the redistribution effects but involves slight loss of sensitivity.

A Scanning—Bed geometry is employed in which a motorised couch

of scan length 105 iois driven by a123i'm screw from a l/8th H. P. A. C.

motor. The speed of scan is easily altered by means of gears

and ranges from l60l in. per minute to 1.8 in, per minute for more

sensitive measurements. As in the original prototype, the patient

lying on the couch passes beneath the detector in the supine position

-7-



 



and in the reverse direction in the prone position. The counting

is automatically started and stopped by raicroswitches and the

scan length is adjusted according to the patient's height. When
I

redistribution is thought to be a significant factor, the scan

can now start up to 18" hefore the crystal centre and stop up to

8" after the patient's feet have passed the crystal centre line.

When activity levels are low, the 'low* position of the crystal

and slow scan-speed give maximum sensitivity.

The slight modification of the shielding enables the prototype

monitor to accept the tilting-chair available for MERLIN (BODIJy, 1967b)

by means of a transportable collapsible gantry designed by the

staff of the National Engineering Laboratory, East Kilbride. A

lever action pull lift and metal yoke is used to lift the steel

supporting plate and turret. Additional lead bricks are inserted

to raise the walls beneath the steel plate by the required 14 inches

and the turret is then lowered into place. A lead wall of 4 inch

bricks is constructed across the monitor and on the opposite side

of the turret is a similar wall on a low trolley. The patient,

seated in a tilting-chair is wheeled into the monitoring position

with the eyes and the top of the head outside the steel plate,

avoiding claustrophobic reactions. The movable wall is then rolled

into position behind the patient. This tilting chair geometry,

developed originally in 1956 by Miller (1956) and Marinelli (1957)



enables monitoring of patients unable to lie flat. Fig. 2.3(*)
shows the geometry schematically and Fig. 2.3 (b) the monitor

with the gantry still in position.

The estimated cost of this monitor with an 1T§- inch diameter'

x 4 inch detector and 100 channel analyser is about £6,500 i.e. a

reduction of the cost of a conventional steel room monitor by a

factor of 4 or more (BODDY, 1967»)

The two main considerations in evaluating a whole-body monitor

are its detection sensitivity and the uniformity of its spatial

response.

2.3 Detection Sensitivity

It can be shown that the most sensitive counter will have

the smallest Coefficient of Variation (C) with an optimum division

of total available counting time between subject and background.

— + + —(2 ® ™ Subject count-rate
— ^B m Background count-rate

T =» Total counting time

Thus, approximately the percentage standard error (100 x C)

and sensitivity defined as the quantity of isotope giving 3 times

the standard deviation of the background in the same counting

time (TROTT, 1965) are proportional to B2/D0 The detection sensitivity

may therefore be increased either by increasing the detector

efficiency by increasing detector volume, or by reducing the background

count-rate with appropriate shielding.
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FIG. 2.3(a) MERLIN TILTING r CHAIR GEOMETRY
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Fig" 2.3ob. MERLIN Chair Geometry
with Lifting Gantry



(i) Shadow Shielding

To evaluate the effectiveness of the shadow-shield design

used in East Kilbride, a comparison is made of the background

counting-rate per unit crystal volume (high position) with whole-
I

body monitors in Britain in Table 2.1 using the data of the I. A. E. A.

Directory of Whole-Body Radioactivity Monitors (1964) and from

Burkinshaw, Glass and Pover (Private Communication). When the

crystal is in the low position, the values are not significantly

different at higher energies and about 6-10$ greater at lower energies.

This Table shows that the shielding is more effective than the

shields of other monitors, including steel rooms, except for the

Leeds and possibly the Birmingham monitors and the lead room at

Harwell. The Leeds monitor is very favourably situated being

in a basement with a 30 inch slab of concrete and six storey

building above it.

Since, obviously, the intrinsic radioactivity of the detector

assembly and pliotomultiplier tubes contributes to the total background

counting rate which is also dependent on local sources of radiation,

this comparison is not rigorous, but it seems fair to assume that

the contribution of the detector epm/cc. to the total index would

be approximately constant for all the monitors. Since the Prototype

monitor is situated less than 100 yards from a 100K. W. Reactor

and a 100 MeV Electron Linear Accelerator, the local sources of

radiation may be rather high in East Kilbride. The comparison,

however, is considered adequate.

-10-
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TABLE2.T.

O

ComparisonofBackgroundIndices(cpm/cc)x10"
MONITOR

a)Higher
EnergyRange.

b)LowerEnergyRange.

LOCATION

ENERGY range (MeV)

MonitorBack¬ groundIndexg(cpm/cc)x10

MERLIN Background Index„ (cpm/cc)xlO

Energy range
(Mev)

Monitor Background Index̂ (cpm/cc)xlO"
MERLIN Background Index2(cpm/cc)xiO

R.P.S.SuttonCsLe

1.37-1.55

4.99

1.52

0.6-0.73

18.0

2.03

A.E.E,Windscale^"

1.295-1.625
2.99

2.48

0.52-0.80

7.88

5.88

A.E.E.Winfrith

1.28-1.78

3.71

3.21

0.58-0.81

6,36

4.45

A.E.E.Dounreay

1.27-1.65

4.66

2.75

0.51-0.86

13.3

7.12

Univ.ofBirmingham
1.27-1.61

2.60

•2.58

0.44-0.58

5.28

4.51

A.E.R.E.Harwell1""multiple
-single

1.0-1.4 do.

3.35 3.79

3.74

0.32-0.4 do.

3.48, 2.94

3.03

MdenbrookesHosp. CambridgeS.

0.95-1.4

5.03

3.87

0.27-0.45

12.9

6.88

^dcliffeInf.OxfordLX
0.4-1.5

28.0

17.0

!0.17-0.44

32.9

12.1

RoyalMarsdenHosp« SuttonC.L.

0.4-1.5

76.5

17.0

0.17-0.44

59.9

12.1

GeneralInf.LeedsS.L.
0.1-2.0

13.9

38.0

0.27-0.45

2.00

6.88

ShieldKey:C-ChalkRoom L-LeadRocm S-SteelRoam LX-LeadShadow-Shield



(ii) Detector Efficiency

The detector efficiency with the l]^ in. diameter by 4 in

Nal (Tl) crystal has been considered by monitoring patients to whom
i

known amounts of Cobalt—58 and Iron-59 have been administered and

evaluating counting-rates per unit activity. A polythene phantom

containing 140g. of potassium in water was monitored in both scanning-

bed and tilting-chair geometry. The results are presented in Table 2

Data for K-40 measurements in other monitors in Britain are

included in the I. A. E. A. Directory of Whole Body Monitors (1964),

Assuming an optimum division of time between subject and background

of a total counting-time of 100 min., and a total body content of

140g. of potassium, these data are compared with our data in Table 2.3

The scanning-bed geometry is apparently more sensitive than

the chalk-room monitors and comparable with the steel-room monitors.

The tilting-chair geometry is about 1.4 times more sensitive, which

is in agreement with other workers (CEDERQUIST and LIDEN, 1962,

NAVERSTEN, 1964, GLASS, 1965, DUDLEY and HAIM, 1968) who find the

tilting-chair is (1.3-1.7) times as sensitive as scanning-bed

geometry. The scanning-bed geometry, however, with bed-crystal

distance of 35 cms. is more than 8 times as sensitive as the 167 cm.

radius arc geometry (DUDLEY et al 1968).

The tilting-chair geometry, however, will only be used for

the measurement of uniformly distributed isotopes such as Potassium-40

since redistribution effects are very large (CEDERQUIST et al 1962,

GLASS, 1965, DUDLEY et al, 1968).
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TABLE 2.2.

Approximate performance data for MERLIN for scan on Patient*
or phantom*.

1 Isotope
1 Energy Range

MeV

1 .

cpm/uo Background
apra

1, Detector at i

K-40"

Fe-59*

Co-5G*

Jax. height:

1,36 - 1.56

0.4 - 1.38

1.0 - 1.38

0.3 - 1.0

0.74 - 0,39

0.66

14,800

6, 900
12,000
5^000

126

1055

238

1104

153

2. Deteotor in

K-4Cf
Fe-5Q+

vow position:

1.36 - 1.56

0.4 - 1.38

1.0 - 1.38 •

0.82

27, 900

13, 300

137
1

1150

260 J
3. Tilting-chaj

r-4cP
„r geometry:

1.36 - 1.56 1.17
1

133 j

cpm/gm K„ in phantom.



TABLE"?.3.

Monitor Background cpm Subject Standard
Location cptn per gm K. cpm per error

140 gm K, o/o

R.P.S., Sutton 90 0.20 28 7.3

Royal Marsden Hosp., *

Sutton. 83 0.11 15.4 12.4

A.E.R.E., Dounreay 220 0. 95 133 2.53

A.E.E., Winfrith 175 0.90 126 2.43

A.E.E., Windscale 141 0.872 122 2.30

General Infirmary, Leeds 80 1.33 186 1.36

A.E.R.E., Harwell 138 1.36 190 1.57

MERLIN - scanning 137 0.82 115 2.40

- chair 133 1.17 164 1.75



Since a whole-body counter is required to measure accurately

the amount of a single radioisotope present in the body, independent

of the distribution of the radioactivity in the body, investigations

were carried out to determine the amount and relative importance
I

of the sources of variation (BODDY, KING, HOLMES AND DUNN, 1968)

2.4 Method and Results

(a) Longitudinal

The longitudinal variation was studied by means of an ampoule

containing sodium-22 in a water phantom placed at points six inches

apart along the longitudinal axis of the monitor at the height

of the patient mid-line. The lateral variation was investigated

similarly at points three inches apart on the lateral axis through

the crystal mid-line. Two energy bands were used corresponding

to the 0.51 MeV and 1.28 MeV gamma rays but the fesultstwere

practically identical. Both crystal positions also gave similar

results. The mean values are given in Table 2.4,Fig. 2.4 is

a graphical presentation of the variation in the longitudinal

counting-rate. The counting-rate falls to 10 per cent of the

maximum value at about 20 inches from the crystal mid-line and

counting is virtually confined to 32 inches on either side of the

mid-line. The simulated contribution of a source over given
♦

distances may be obtained by graphical integration, with the results

summarised in Fig. 2.4

-12-



TABLE p.a.

Variation of the Counting-Rate (as Percentage of

Centre-Line Result) with Longitudinal and Lateral Position

Source
Position

Detector Position j
High Low

aJ Longitudinal

Beneath xtal centre 100 100

+ 6 inches 81 76

+12 inches 38 36

+18 inches 12 14

+24 inches 4.0 6 eO

+30 inches 1.4 3.0

+36 inches 0.5 \ 1.5

b) Lateral •

+ 6 inches 85 79

+ 3 inches 97 93 |
Centre 100 100

- 3 inches 97 94

J - 6 inches 85 7S



PIC 2.4. VARIATION OF COUNTING-RATE (AS PERCENTAGE OF MID-LINE COUNT-RATE]
WITH LONGITUDINAL DISTANCE



i

FIG 2.5. INTEGRATED COUNTING - RATES OF PHANTOM SCAN - DISTRIBUTED POINT SOURCES

rf
O 4 !i" 16* 20" 24* 26" 32" 36" 40" 44* 48* 32" 36" 6o" 64" 68*

CRYSTAL
MID

LINE
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Fig. 2.5 shows how the integrated count from each source

would vary if point sources of equal activity were distributed

along the body at intervals of 4 in. and up to 4 in. from either

extremity (BUSH, 1946). Three scans are shown, the first startin'g

and ending at the crystal axis and the other 4 in. and 8 in.

distant. The upper row of figures is the integrated count for

each source travelling to the crystal axis and the lower row is

the count after passing the crystal axis.

A scan which started at least 32 in. before the crystal mid¬

line and ended 32 in. past the mid-line would give equal weight

to all sources, while a scan starting and ending at the crystal

axis (* zero) would give less weight to sources close to the extremities
+ 4»

Scans, however, starting at - 32 in. and - 8 in. would give count

rates of only 56je and 875® counts-rate from a scan at - zero.

In practice, the thyroid gland will usually be the significant

single organ which is closest to either extremity - about 12in. from

the top of the head. In a scan at - zero - Fig. 2.5(a), the

thyroid would initially be 12in. from the crystal axis. If all

the radioactivity was contained in this gland - i.e. all the

16 sources, rather than being equally distributed along the length

of the phantom, were all situated 12in. from the top of the head —

the total integrated count would be 16(1156+ 1403) " 40944 units.

The total integrated whole-body count with the sources ovehly



distributed as in Fig. 2.5(a) would be 2 x 20584 ■ 41168 units

for a scan starting beneath the crystal mid-line. These results

differ by less than 1 per cent. If, however, all the activity

is contained in a central organ, such as the liver or stomach, '

the total integrated count-rate will be 16(1403 + 1403) ^ 44896 units.

For the same total activity in the whole body, the counting rate

would be only 92 per cent of the counting rate from the central

organ. When the scan starts at - 8in. - Fig.2.5(c), however,

the total counts from the whole body will be 2 x 22011, « 44022

compared to the 44896 counts from the central organ.

The results now differ by ohly 2 per cent. In practice,

each individual experiment must be examined to decide whether the

variation in count-rate due to longitudinal variation is large

enough to warrant the corresponding sacrifice in sensitivity by

increasing scan length.

-14-



(b) Lateral Variation <

The lateral variation is smaller with the detector in the

high position. At 6 inches off the centre-line, the counting-

rate falls to about 85 per cent of the maximum (crystal high) and

about 80 per cent (crystal low). These underestimates are

pessimistic since they are strictly applicable only when radioactivity

in the centre of the body is transferred completely to a point

six inches off the axis. The spleen may extend up to this distance

off the axis but because of its finite breadth the reduction in

counting-rate may be more realistically estimated as that obtained

at 3 inches off the axis i.e. 97 per cent (crystal high) and 93

per cent (crystal low) of the axial counting-rate.

(c) Depth Variation

The variation of the counting-rate with depth was investigated

below the crystal centre using a small planar source of cobalt—60.

The source was placed one inch above the bed beneath seven inches

of water and raised successively by one inch until it was beneath

only one inch of water, representing variation over the depth of

the body to one inch below either surface. Measurements were

made in the photopeak region and using a wide energy band as

described by WAI!M3t and OLIVER (1966). The results for both detector

heights are summarised in Table 2.5 expressed as a percentage of

the mid-line counting-rate.
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•TABLF'2.5
VariationoftheCountiny—Ratefromapoint Sourcewithdepthinavaterphantom

Source Position

Detector
max,ht.

Detector
Low.

Positions Summed

Detectormax.

DetectorLow.

WideBand }

Photopeak %

WideBand %

Photopeak £

WideBand '/o

Photopeak $

WideBand '/>Photoiu
58'

1«Under7"water 20Under6"water 3"oUnder5"water 4.Under4"water 5«Under3"water 60Under2"water 7.Under1"vater
51.9 68.7 780l

100 125 156 197

45.8 58.5 75.1
100 131 171 229

49.3 61.9 78.5
100 130 173 219

44.1 56.8 75.1 100 136 194 269

1+7 2,46
3+5 444

124 109 102 100

137 115 103 100

134 117 104 100

153 125 106 100



The upper and lower limits of the point source were respectively-

greater and less than the mid-line results by a factor of 2. The

variation was less with the detector in the high position and,
t

when a wide energy band was used. To simulate monitoring the .

subject in the supine and prone positions, reciprocal results were

summed (Table 2.5). The counting rate from sources near the surface

is then about (1.2 - 1.5) times that at mid-line. These estimates

are pessimistic, however, since all organs have a finite depth.

For relatively small superficial brgans, such as thyroid, kidneys,

and bladder, the counting rate might be expected to be higher than

organs, such as the stomach - close to the body mid-depth. The

improvement due to the increased detector-subject distance is

similar to that due to using a wide energy band. In particular

the error with the detector in the low position and using a wide

energy band is very similar to that from counting only in the photopeak

region in the high position, while sensitivity is not sacrificed.

Apparently, the variation of the counting rate with depth and

attenuation of -rays with water will be more significant than

the longitudinal or lateral variation.

(d) Measurements with a life-like phantom

An Alderson IffiMAB phantom, kindly loaned by Berkeley Nuclear

Laboratories, Central Electricity Generating Board, Berkeley,

Gloucestershire, with simulated organs was used. Each organ

was filled in turn, with a solution of iodine-131 and subsequently,
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with iron-59* The remaining organs, including the whole body,

were filled with water. Scans were then made at - zero and — 18 in,
i

with the detector in the 'high1 and 'low' positions. Each time ,

the phantom was monitored, both supine and prone, the relative

amount of radioactivity placed in each organ was previously measured

using a sodium iodide well counter, and a background measurement

was made on the phantom, before an organ was filled, to eliminate

the influence of any residual radioactivity. The results

summarised in Table 2,6 are the mean counting-rate per unit activity

in the organ, normalised to the value obtained for the same amount

of activity distributed throughout the phantom.

The counting rates from the organs closest to the body surfaces,

thyroid, kidneys, and bladder - are almost invariably higher

than those from the remainder. The standard errors from the

iodine-131 measurements were consistently worse than those from

iron-59, presumably because gamma-ray absorption scattering is

more significant. The detector height did not, apparently, affect

the standard error of the iodine results, although significant

improvements were found in the iron results with the detectdr

raised. As predicted, extending the scan length increased the

thyroid/total body ratio.ifdr both isotopes and, in practice,

worsens the variation in the counting rate.

-17-
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Countir.g-rateperur.ltactivityInorganrelativetothatof theTotalBodyusingtheRIMASphantom
ISOTOPE

IODINE-131

IRON-59

SCAN CONDITION

+20cm

M R
A

N

+ZERO

H

.E

+20cm

M E A N

+ZERO

M E

DETEOTOR POSITION

High

Low

High

Low

.A

N

High

Low

High

Low

A
N

EI"ERGYRANGEX ORGAN

-MeV
0,3-0.42

-"MeV
0.3-0.42

W

N

W

1\

IT

IT

W

N

TotalBody
1 .00'

1 .00

1 .00

1 .00

1 .00

1 .CO

1 .CO

1 .CO

1 .00

1.00

1 .00

1 .00

1 .00

1 .00

1.00

1.00

Bladder

1 ,02

1 .10

1 .06

1 .15

1 .09

1 .12

1 .15

1 .10

1 .20

1.16

1 .15

1 .10

1 .10

1 .18

1 .12

1 .13

Thyroid

1 ,22

1 .25

1 .24

1 .14

1 .10

1 .12

1 .13

1119

1 .19

1 .25

1 .19

1 .06

1.12

1 .04

1 .11

1 .09

Par.creas

C.96

1 .07

1 .02

0.98

0.93

0.96

1.09

1 .04

1 .05

1 .(X

1.05

1 .05

1 .03

1 .07

-1.01

1 .04

Spleen

C.91

0.89

0.90

1 .01

1 .02

1 .02

1 .12

1 .09

1.C1

0.97

1.05

1 .03

1.05

C.98

0.92

1.00

Liver-

0,95

1 .07

1 .01

1.CO

1 .02

1 .01

1 .09

1 .04

1 .08

1 .03

1 .06

1 .06

1.03

1 .08

1 .02

1 .05

Kidneys

1 .17

1 .22

1 .20

1 .16

1 .18

1 .17

1 .17

1 .15

1 .15

1 .14

1 .15

1 .16

1.16

1 .12

1 .09

1 .13

Stomach
■

1 .04

[1.04

1 .04

_1.04

0.90

0.97

11<v1 .1..

1 .08

1 .10

1 .04

1 .09

1 .05

1.02

1 .05

0.98

1.03

N=Photopeekenergyband(1.0-1.38MeV) W=Wideenergybar.d(0,4-1,38MeV)



(e) Measurements made in vivo

(i) Iron-59

A series of measurements was made on a group of normal

volunteers in a study of the effects of succinic acid on iron

absorption (BODDY and WILL, 1968)„ The subjects were monitored

frequently up to 6-8 hours following oral administration of

iron-59 with the detector and scan conditions used with the ItEMAB

phantom® One subject was measured successively several weeks

later when further redistribution of the isotope in the body

during the measurement period would be negligible. The variation

in the live-time due to the use of adjustable micro-switches to

start and stop the count was investigated separately. Typical

results are given in Table 2.7» The total error in the

measurements on the day of administration may be described by the

relationship:

0? ~ °R * 0jrT + 0|; * tfj- (l)
where Onp is the total standard error

Or is the redistributional standard error

is the live-time standard error

0^, is the standard error due to patient positioning
0' is the statistical standard error,

s

From the results obtained about 70 days later 0^, can be
calculated from 0™ =» 0?m + 0|j 0^ (2) where Op is the only

70 70
l

*18-



TABLE2.7.

ResultsofRepentedWhole-BodyRleasnrqnents FoilowingAdministrationofOralIron Mid-LineScan

ExtendedScan

DetectorHigh

DetectorLow

DetectorHigh

Tine

WideBand
Photcoeak
Time

WideBand
Photopeat

lime

WideBand
Photopeak

h

°lo

c/*>

h

°/
/o

c/
lo

h

0/
/o

©/
/o

0

100

100

0

100

1CO

0

100

100

1 .0

98.5

97.1

1 .0

97.7

95.7

1 .2

97.0

98.5

2.0

1Q3

103.7

2.0

97.6

100.6

2.2

97.5

98.4

3.0

105.9

106.0

3.0

102.C

104.1

3.8

92.6

90.5

4.5

104.6

105.9

4.0

9S.2

93.9

4.8

95.8

95.0

5.5

1C3.5

105.2

5.0

96.0

93.5

5.8

101.2

98.8

6.5

103.5

10-1.7

6.5

92.9

92.9

6.8 23.2

97.0 103.6

97.0 105.2

°T

+2.35

.+3.05

±2.74

+3.74

-

±3.35

±4.13

°T70-

+1.91

J.

CT

s=

+0.45

0"

s—

+1.81

'IT-

+0.52

1=

+0.32



unknown. Inserting this value in Equ. (l) permits calculation

of </ o A typical breakdown of the total standard error in the
R

measurements on the day of administration is:

Total standard error = 2.35 per cent

Itedistribution standard
error = 2.22 per cent

Positional standard
error 0.32 per cent

Statistical standard
error «= 0.45 per cent

Live-time standard
error =» 0.52 per cent

for a mid-line scan with the detector in the high position. The

largest contribution to the total standard error is that due to

redistribution of the isotope in the body.

The total standard error for an extended scan is greater than

- that for a mid-line scan becaxise the statistical standard errors

are included0 When these errors are excluded, the standard

errors are then 2.23 per cent and 2.31 per cent respectively9

However, the improvement scarcely justifies the sacrifice of

sensitivity and the extension of the monitoring period.

Analysis of the separate standard errors for supine and for

prone measurements on the subjects is in Table 2.7 and on seven

other comparable subjects is given in Table 2.80 The separate

errors are about twice those from the combined supine and pi-one

results but, nevertheless, the average separate errors do not

exceed - 6 per cent.
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TABLE Z-fl.

Standard Errors for Seven Subjects On

The Day of Administration of Oral Iron

Supine
Measurement

Only

Prone
Measurement

Only

Combined

(Supine and Prone)
8e suits

4.7 7.6 2.7

7.2 8.8 2.6

4.5 4.1 2.7

6.5 5.6 2.5

8.1 5.2 3.7

2.2 3.7 2.4

6.2 6.8 3.4

Mean 5.6 5.9 2.9



(ii) Cobalt-57 labelled Vitamin Bjg

One subject to vhom cobalt-57 labelled vitamin Bj2 6a<J been

orally administered was monitored frequently on the day of administration

up to 5 hours post ingestion and typical results are shown in Table 2.9.
I

The detector was in the high position and the scans at - zero.

Although maximum redistribution might be expected in this period,

the standard error on the supine and prone results is 5 per cent

and 13 per cent respectively, but the combined supine and prone

measurements give a standard error of only 2.7 per cent despite

the low energy gamma rays emitted by cobalt-57.

2.5 Discussion

These measurements using point sources of radioactivity in

water phantoms indicate that depth variation due to both geometrical

and attentuation effects is the most important variation. The

longitudinal and lateral counting rates dropped by only 92$ of

the maximum counting-rate, but in moving the point source through

the depth of the water phantom, the counting rate varied by a

factor of 3-5. A more realistic estimate of depth variation is

found by summing reciprocal measurements. The "surface8 counting

rate is then (1.2 - 1.3) tines the mid-line counting rate for the

wide hand and (1.3 - 1.5) for photopeak range. Using a 2-erystal

scanning-bed geometry, WARNER and OLIVER (1966) found a similar

range of 0.98 - 1.47 (l.0-1.50) for photopeak energy range and

0.96 - 1.10 (1.0-1.15) for the wide energy band.

-20-



TABLE2,9,

Variationofthecountingrat®onthedayofadministration oforalvitaminlabelledwithcobalt~57
Approx.Tims

afteradministration (min.)

-^Co—VitaminB^g
as/oof40minresult. (0.08-0.15)MeV

Co—Vitamin
as£of40rain,result (0.035-0.188)KeV t

S

P

S+P

S

P

S+P

5

102.7

103.9

103.0

103.2

105.0

103.7

40

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

120

93.5

.141.5

102.1

91.1

141.2

105.8

170•

91.7

.124.3

99.6

97.0

132.9

105.9

205•

96.4

108.3

99.3

99.7

112.3

102.9

245

89.8.
.131.2

99.9

92.7

135.1

103.3

280•

85.6

124.6

95.1

88.3

128.5

98.3

«(*>

-6.3

^12.9

-3.2

-5.3

^13.2

-2.7



The results from KEMAB phantom were fairly consistant with

the point sources results. The superficial organs, such as thyroid,

kidneys, liver, give higher organ/total body ratios but not outwith
4

1.3. Only in the thyroid gland, however, is the ratio of organ/,
total body greater in the photopeak region than in the wide energy

band for iron-59« This may be attributable to the small gland

volume and its proximity to the phantom surface - photons from

the organ are presumably scattered and absorbed less than photons

from other organs of greater size, including the whole-body.

The iodine-131 results are consistently worse than the

iron-59 presumably because of absorption and scatter of X" rays.

Extension of the scan length beyond the extremities of the

subject might be expected to lessen longitudinal variation which .

is most applicable for the thyroid gland. Increase of scan-length

does increase the count-rate of thyroid relative to the whole-

body but since this is already greater than unity due to the

depth variation, this in fact worsens the overall variation.

The monitoring of patients supine and prone during the first

day after oral administration of iron-59 and cobalt-57 gave a

standard error of 3 cent and J.2 per cent respectively. The

variation was smaller using a wide energy band and with the

detector in the high position, but an extended scan gave no

significant improvement over a mid-line scan. Analysis of the
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total standard error suggested that redistribution of the isotope

in the body vas easily the most significant source of variation,

giving a maximum variation in the wide energy band amounting to

a ratio of about 1.00-1.08 for both iron-59 aud cobalt-57o This,

as expected, is lower than the range found for IiEMAB phantom, since

in humans, an isotope is rarely transferred completely from the

total body to a single organ and vice-versa.

Using a scanning-bed geometry, IIAIM and DUDLEY, (1966) found

similar variations of (1.00-1.28) photopeak and (l.OO — lo08)

wide energy band for iodine-131 administered to humans.

In the small number of patients (2-5/» in our experience)

who cannot be monitored both supine and prone, these results show

that by monitoring in one position only, the standard error on

the results increases 2 or 3 times but is still acceptable for

most clinical applications of whole-body monitoring.

Comparable phantom studies using whole-body, thyroid, bladder

and liver of a similar IffiMAB phantom in a two-crystal scanning—bed

geometry (NAVE) ISTEN, 1964) gave results varying from 0.95-1•15

(1.0—1.21) for iodine-131, in good agreement with our values.

The 42 cm. chair geometry showed variation from 0.74 - 1.84 (l.O - 2<,5)o

Measurements with a polythene phantom consisting of 10 cylinders

filled with iodine-131 gave variation of O095 - 1.08 (l.O - 1014)

for scanning-bed geometry (DUDLEY et al, 1968). Smaller variations
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might be expected since the phantom contained no organs, thus

reducing depth variation. The whole body counting-rates were

lower than organs in our results, in agreement with DUDLEY and

ILAIM who found large cylinders gave lower count-rates. The chair
»

geometry with this phantom varied from 0„2 - 2.20 (l.O — 11.0)

and 167 cm. arc from 0.87 - 1.17 (l.O - 1.34).

These phantom results and studies by other workers (CEDEHQUIST

et al, 1962, GLASS, 1966) show that the variation in counting-rate

is so large using the chair geometry that, although sensitivity

is improved, it is our intentions to use this technique only for

studies where no redistribution is taking place as, for example,

in potassium-40 measurements.

Although, as shown, phantoms have already been used to try

and compare whole body counting geometries and techniques, direct

comparison of phantoms to study redistribution effects is occasionally

difficult, because of differences in shape, size and degree of

complexity. Phantoms, themselves, of any complexity are a sizeable

item of expenditure.

This technique of using point sources in water phantoms could

be used more generally, since our original studies using point

sources gave good indication of ItEMAB phantom results and actual

IN VIVO studieso Realistic interpretation of the point-source

results, using relative not absolute counting-rates, would give

reasonable estimates of both the relative importance of the sources
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of variation and an estimate of their magnitude, A direct comparison

between laboratories and counting-geometries for redistribution

effects could possibly be attained by this simple method.

Each laboratory, however, should carry out IN VIVO studies for

the various isotopes in use0

Our studies, using point sources, phantoms and patients to

study redistribution effects, show that the scanning-bed geometry

in use at East Kilbride compares very favourably with other

techniques for whole-body monitoring0

An attempt wa.s made, using polythene phantoms and human

subjects, to discover the lower limit of blood loss which could

be detected by the whole-body counter.

206 Method and Results

A ^'commercial polythene man phantom consisting of 10 plastic

containers of various sizes which collectively simulate the human

shape and can be filled individually with solutions of isotopes

was used. A REMAB phantom was also used. After a background

scan to detect any residual activity in the phantoms, 0.5-luc iron-59

was evenly distributed throughout the phantoms which were filled

with water. Special care was taken to measure accurately the

volume of water and the exact fractional activity in the chest

of each phantom so that the exact concentration of iron-59 in this

compartment was known. The polythene phantom was always scanned

in the one position starting with the head of the phantom beneath

-24-
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the crystal. The KEMAB phantom, however, was always scanned in

both supine and prone positions, with the head beneath the crystal

and also an extended scan starting 18 inches out0 Using the

modified prototype monitor, each phantom was scanned at least twice

and then 300 ml solution was removed from the central compartment,

and the volume made up to the original value by the addition of

300 ml water. The phantoms were again scanned twice and this

procedure repeated until a total of 1,200 ml and 2,000 ml had been

removed from the central compartment of the BEMAB phantom and

polythene phantom respectively. The results, counting over the

wide energy iron-59 range (0.4 - lo38 MeV), are shown in Table 2.10.

To discover the amount of activity which must be removed for the

loss to be significant, a Student t test was done on the results,

applying the Be&sel correction for small samples.

t x = Mean of sample xp, x2,•••••••<xnp

This analysis is shown in Table 2.11.

The actual activity removed from the total body is known from

the volume of solution removed from the central compartment, and

the loss is expressed as a percentage of the original whole-body

activity. The predicted percentage losses calculated from the

p o • • o e »X ^2

(np + n2 - 2)
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TABLE2.10,

ResultsofSerialLossesofIron-59fromREMAParte!PolythenePhantoms
POLYTHENEPHANTOMRHMABPHANTOM MIL-LINESCANMID-LINESCANEXTENDEDSCAN

VolumeRemoved
(0.4-1.38)MeV

Mean

VolumeRemoved
(0.4-1,38)MeV

Mean

V0.4-1.38)MeV
Mean

(ml)

cpm

(ml)

cpm

cpm

TotalCounts

54,470

54,170

TotalCounts

12,955

12,935

10,090

j 10,050

•53,870

1

12,915

10,010

1

o

©

53,330

53,260

300

12,910

9,980

9,920

53,190

I

12,750

12,880

9,790

12,940

9,980

500

59,600

52,685

1 1

12,900

9,930

52,770

600

12,650

12,615

9,700

9,730

1,000

51,530

51,360

i *

12,580

9,750

51,180

1

c

1

1 .1200

12,380

12,265

9,610

9,490

1,900

50,430

50,205

■

12,270

9,540

.

49,980

! i

12,210

9,480

!

5

12,200

9,340



TABLE2.11 *i

SignificanceofIron-59LosseswithPhantoms
POLYTHENE

PHANTOM

KEMABPHANTOM MID-LINESCAN

EXTENDEDSCAN

VoloRemoved (ml)

'/■>total Activity
inphantom

F

t

Significant at5/°level
Vol.Removed (ml)

jototp.l Activity
F

t
.

Significant at5/»level
F

1 i

t

Significant at5/9level

300

1.13

2

2.95

NO

300

0.77

k

0.90

NO

k

00

0

rH

NO

500

.1.86

2

4.77

.YES

600

1.52

2

5.36

YES

2

5.06

YES

500

1.78

2

6.78

.YES

600

L -

1.48

k

5.1

YES

4

3.02

YES



whole-body results are compared with the actual percentage total

body losses in Table 2.12.

The results from both phantoms are very similar. This is

reasonable since the organs of KEKAB are not being utilised in

this study. A loss of 300 ml from either phantom is not significant,

but a loss of 600 ml (l.48$) from the PJ3MAB phantom and 500 ml

(1.78$) from the polythene phantom are significant at the 5$ level.

This would suggest that a loss of activity greater than 1.5^ of

the tbth-l activity present in the body would be significant. The

use of an extended scan is of no apparent advantage. The comparison

between predicted and actual losses, however, does show some consistent

variation: the losses predicted by the whole-body counter at this

- very low level, are always higher than the actual activity removed.

Since the arm3 of the phantom are situated laterally far

from the crystal mid—line and farther than the arms of a human

subject, three scans were done on the polythene phantom, without

using the arms. The iron-59 was put in the small container

simulating the lower leg which was placed either in the chest position

or in the arm position at the side of the body.

The procedure was the same as before for the polythene phantom

with the crystal at maximum height and scans starting at the crystal

mid-line. The results are shown in Table 2.13.

The predicted losses in this very small series now slightly

underestimate the actual losses and the error on the results is

decreased. The count rate with the active part at the side of
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TABLTC , 2.12-

Comparison of Predicted and Aetna 1 Losses vitli Polythene Phantoms

POLY'j'i!' INK Pi-ANTON liEMAB PHANTOM

MID-LINE SCAN MID-LINE SCAN HXTKNDKl) SCAN

Ml o Solution
Kerioved

Actual loss

Jc total
Predicted loss

/J total
Predicted
Actual

Ml. Solution
Hemoved

Actual loss

ljo total
Predicted loss

ljo total
Predicted
Actual

Predicted loss
total

Predicted
Actual

o 1.13 1.7 1.50 300 0.77 0.42 0.56 1.3 1.73

500 1.86 2.74 1.47 600 1.52 2.47 1 .62 3.3 2.2

1,000 3o6 5o 2 1.44 6oo 1.48 2.76 1.86 2.4 1.62

500 1.78 2.52 1.42 1,200 2.90 5° 17 1.78 5o6 1.93

1,500 5.35 • to lc37



TABLE 2ol3.

Comparison of Predicted and Actual Losses with Polythene Phantom (No Arms)

Ml. Solution c/m (0<>4—1.38)McV
removed Arm at centre

Total Counts

50

100

33,280

32,840

32,510

c/m (0.4-1.38)MeV c/m(Sj de) 100
Arm at side c/n (centre) 1

28,245

24,630

26,830

85

75

83

Actual loss Predicted loss Predicted

/ total (centre) / total (ce-ntre) Actual

1.42j

1.40/

2.8/

1.32S

loO/

2.3/

0.93

0.72

0.82



the hody is only 80 - 85^ of the count-rate at the centre of the

bodyc Small positioning errors will cause large variation in

count-rate at the lateral extremities and will explain a 'side'

count-rate which was only 75$ of the 'centre' count-rate.

Three human subjects were given a tracer dose of 1 /ig (l ac)

iron—59 intravenously and, counted on the whole—body counter three

weeks later when the iron was incorporated into the red blood

cells (itBC). After two mid-line scans in which the subjects

were counted both supine and prone, 80 ml, 135 ml or 300 ml blood

was removed and each subject scanned twice more. The incorporation

of the iron was calculated by counting a 5 ml blood sample and

a standard in a 3 inch diam. x 3 inch Nal (Tl) well crystal. The

results and the significance of the blood loss are shown in Table 2.14.

The actual loss expressed as a percentage of total body activity

was calculateds

T Blood loss (ml) x $ inc0 x 100 L = % loss of whole-
JU ■»

B»V» (ml) u a a- +" •+x ' body radioactivity

B.V. = Blood Volume (ml)

^inc = ^ incorporation of

"^Fe into ll.B.G.

The comparison between actual and predicted losses are shown in

Table 2.15. The results are in very good agreement. A loss of

80 ml blood (l.5$ total activity) is not significant at the 5$
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TABIJ]2„14.

SignificanceofBloodLossesfromaHumanSubject
Subject'

cpm(0.4-1.38)MeV Beforebloodloss ■

'■■

Mean Value

cpm(0o4-1.38)MeV Afterbloodloss
j

Mean Value
.

ActualBlood loss(ml)

t

Significant at5/«level

A

53,380 52,930

53,150

52,585 52,110

.

52,350

85

2046

No

B

52,736 52,703

52,720
■

.1

50,446 50,404

50,425

135

■

8.5

Yes

C

1

54,540 53,970

54,260
L

51,240 51,000

'

51,120

300
;'i

.

10.1

Yes



TAHLK 2,15.

A comparison of Predicted and Actual Blood Losses, using the
Whole-Body Counter for Human Subjects

Subject
Blood Loss

(ml)

■

'jo inc
•

j
Total Blood

Volume

(litres) J

Predicted j
loss

Predicted Blood
Loss (ml)

.

Lrror

(jo actual Blood
loss

■

A

•

80 87 4.2

i 1

- o Ul
"■

72
•

.

' '

B 135 78 2.8 4.4 155 +15

C 300 77 4.2
j

5.8
■

■

315 + 5

'



significance level, but losses of 135 nil blood (4.4^) are detected

and accurately evaluated by tbe whole—body counter.

2.7 Discussion

The use of an extended scan was of no apparent advantage in

detecting blood loss, but had the disadvantage of increasing scanning-

time and reducing the sensitivity of the monitor.

Using either phantom, we consistently slightly overestimated

the activity lost from the body, but when the arms of the phantom

were removed, the activity loss was no longer overestimated. Since

the arms of the phantom are situated laterally far from the crystal

mid-line, the counting rate of the arras was only 85} of the centre

counting-rate. 10^ of the total activity of the phantom was placed

in the arms, but when activity was removed from the central compartment

with a higher cpm/uc than the arms, there was not complete redistribution

of the remaining iron within the total body. An overestimated

loss was the result.

In the human patient, however, this effect should be minimal

since the patient is always instructed to keep his arms directly

at his sides, and after the removal of blood, there is complete

redistribution of the isotope within the total body.
I

Using either phantom, a blood loss of 1.5 per cent of total

activity was detected. Assuming 100 per cent incorporation of

iron in red blood cells in anaemia and 65.6 ml blood/kg body weight

(WASSEIiljLAN, TSE-FEI and KASHKOFF, 1951) this corresponds to a loss

of 70 ml. from a 70 kg standard man0 Assuming 70 per cent

incorporation, this implies that a loss of 100 ml could be detected
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by the whole-body counter. Since a loss by subject A of 1.5 per

cent of total activity was not significant, the smallest losses

detected by humans might appear to be slightly greater than losses

from phantoms. There are, however, a number of inherent errors

in human studies0

(a) fo incorporation
„ . . j i ■, j cpm from 1 ml blood x Blood Volume x 100of iron in red blood «* _J;

cells (llBC) C^m ^rom injected dose 1

Using iron-59 in human studies, the incorporation of the

iron into the red blood cells is required to evaluate blood loss.

An exact standard equal to the injected dose is difficult since

medical syringes are of limited accuracy. The syringe should be

? counted before and after injection in a fixed geometry. Small

variations in the standard cause a large error in the incorporation

figures.

(b) Blood volume estimates in this study have been calculated

from body weight (h'ASSERMAN et al, 1951)• The variation in circulating

blood volume, however, can range from 44 - 101 ml blood/kg body

weight (HOBBS, 1968). The three subjects in our study were of

average body buildo

(c) The losses using the phantoms tended to overestimate actual

loss.

The predicted losses using human subjects correlate extremely

well with the actual losses from the body. As predicted, there
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was no consistent, overestimate of blood loss using the whole-body

counter; rather, the error on the results ranged from -10$ to

+15$. The number of subjects in our sample is rather small to

draw anjr comparisons, but our results would appear to be equivalent

to those found by HOLT, MAYET, WARNER and CALLENDER (1967)0 On the

6 occasions in that study when between 100 ml and 300 ml blood

was removed, the mean error was —10$ (-48$ to +63$)

and the error on the results was 36$o When between 80 ml and

300 ml blood was removed from the 3 subjects in our study, the

mean error was + 3*3$ (-10$ to + 15$) and the error on the results

was % o

Because of incomplete redistribution of the isotope within

the total body and positioning errors, phantoms would appear to

be of doubtful quantitative value in predicting blood losses by

whole-body counting. If, however, the exact position of the phantom

on the bed is noted and the arms of the phantom removed, the whole-

body counter can detect accurately small losses of activity from

phantoms.

This study, however, has demonstrated the ability of the whole-

body counter to detect and accurately evaluate blood losses from

human subjects in the region of 150 ml blood.
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Chapter 3.A. ABSORPTION of FRET': and BOUND VITAMIN B] 0

in HEALTH and in PEliNICIOUS ANAEMIA.

3.1 Introduction

The measurement of the intestinal absorption of Vitamin B^2 •

is of the utmost importance in clinical medicine since lack of

this vitamin affects the maturation of the red blood cell in the

bone marrow and leads to the development of macrocytic' anaemia,,

A form of the anaemia - Addisonian pernicious anaemia - is difficult

zo diagnose but an early diagnosis is desirable since irreversible

nervous degeneration may occur, there is an increased risk of

gastric carcinoma, and a degree of mental blunting is common.

Pernicious anaemia has an incidence of 0ol-0o2 per cent in

? Great Britain and, if untreated, is fatal. Although FLINT suggested

as early as I860 on purely theoretical grounds that it was a

deficiency anaemia, theories varied widely until the therapeutic

triumphs of MINOT and MURPHY (1926) and CASTLE (1929). They fed

massive amounts of raw liver to their patients with pernicious

anaemia and returned them to normal health. CASTLE (1929) originally

observed that patients with pernicious anaemia lack a substance

in their gastric secretion - his 'intrinsic factor' with

consequent failure to absorb a specific nutrient - his 'extrinsic

factor'o

With the isolation of Vitamin as a protoporphyrin

molecule with an atom of Cobalt at its centre (llICKES, BRINK,
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KONUISZY, WOOD and FOLKERS, 1948) and the acceptance of the fact

that this is Castle's 'extrinsic factor', some of the problems

were resolved. However, the chemical nature of Castle's intrinsi.c

factor and its mode of interaction with nutrients, mechanism of

absorption of vitamin Bj^t delineation of other diseases with
abnormal metabolism, are still not fully understood.

The introduction of vitamin labelled with radioactive

Co60 (CIIAIET, ROSENBLUM AND WOODBURY, 1950) gave a valuable

weapon in this fight to uncover the metabolism of the vitamin in

health and disease. ,

. f A. Defective secretion of Intrinsic Factor. Into this group

fall Addisonian pernicious anaemia and subjects suffering from

total or partial gastrectomy.

B. Defective Intestinal Absorption. This malabsorption occurs

due to diseases such as coeliac disease, Chron's disease and

anatomical lesions of the small intestine.

Uncommon, but possible, is a fish tapeworm infestation or

inherited specific Bj^ malabsorption associated with proteinuria.

In gross malnutrition, lack of ingestion of B-^ may cause anaemia
but since only 1-1.5 mg absorbed vitamin Bj^ is required daily

(SCHILLING, 1953, UEYSSEL, 1966), this is uncommon in this country.

The differential diagnosis of pernicious anaemia often

Malabsorption of vitamin B-^occurs f°r "fcwo main reasons.
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presents difficult clinical problems since many cases of dietary

folic acid or vitamin deficiency and sprue cannot be distinguished

from pernicious anaemia by any available criterion. Very often

pernicious anaemia in remission can be only tentatively diagnosed

by history since clinical and haematological findings following
.

treatments, including B^2 levels in blood, may be uninformative.

This intrinsic factor in the stomach is necessary.for

absorption of physiological amounts of vitamin from the intestine

and its absence impairs intestinal absorption (CASTLE, 1929)o The

converse is also true. Measurements of the absorption of vitamin

B^g permit inferences as to the presence or absence of intrinsic

factor in the stomach. Since the secretion of this intrinsic

factor is abolished in pernicious anaemia, irrespective of the

stage of the disease, but is usually well preserved in intestinal

malabsorption of B.^ and other macrocytic anaemias, the presence

or absence of intrinsic factor is of great diagnostic significance

to the clinician.

There are five main methods of measuring the absorption

of tracer-labelled vitamin B^p* summarised in Table 3<>1. In all

cases, oral doses are given to a subject who has been fasting

overnight.

The faecal collection method (HEINLE, WELCH, SCHARF, MEACHAM

and PRUSOFF, 1952) requires the added expense of hospitalization

and any loss of excreta may make the absorption of vitamin 7

a subject suffering from pernicious anaemia fall within the range

for normals.



TABLE 3.1,

DIAGNOSTIC VITAMIN Bjq ABSORPTION TESTS

1 1;
j Faecal j Urine
1 excretion ^excretion

test | test

Blood
concentration

test

Liver

j incorporation
test

i

1

Whole-body
retention tesi

Technique in vitro ] in vitro
1 1

|
in vitro ! in vivo in vi vq

Sample

I

| Faeces1

<

| Urine Blood j Liver Whole body

Time required
for the test (d)

I

5-8
! | 2"3

i

0o5 j p-8 VJ11 00

Quantitative values
obtainable for B^2
absorption

1

ves
.

|< limited {
}

no

;

no yes

Errors introduced

by patients,
nurses, etc.

yes,
loss of

faeces

[
yes j no

loss of j
urine

J

yes

reproduction j
of geometry j

no

Influence on the
test of diseases -

1
j

kidney - liver j -
Influence on B^2
metabolism and on

clinical symptoms
■

no yes

i

no

j

no ; no



The hepatic uptake method (GLASS, 1954) which utilises surface

scintillation counting is independent of excreta but requires

rather large oral doses of radioactive vitamin To be made

quantitative, it requires a subsequent injection of radioactive

Since less than 2fo of the oral dose appears in the blood,

large doses of vitamin with consequent increase in activity

must be given and sensitive counters used for blood counting.

However, with bedridden or incontinent patients, or where the patients

are far from laboratory counting facilities, this method in

conjunction with others has its uses.

The urinary excretion method (SCHILLING, 1953) is the most

common test for the diagnosis of pernicious anaemia. In this

test, a small oral radioactive tracer dose (0.5-1.0 mg) vitamin

^12 followed two hours later by a large 'flushing'
intramuscular dose of 'cold' About 30 per cent of the

labelling is detected in the 24 hour urine sample in normals,

but hardly any in a patient suffering from pernicious anaemia.

Since it requires only a 24 hour collection of urine, it is a

rapid test. After 3 days, a second test may be performed, provided

a second injection of non-radioactive B^g is given to the patient
24 hours after the first test to flush out any radioactive B^g
that can still be mobilised (ELLENBOGEN, WILLIAMS, JiABINER, and

LICHTMAN, 1955)o A further refinement was introduced (KATZ,

BIMASE, and DONALDSON, 1963) by giving simultaneously two forms
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of vitamin Bj^, one free and one Bound to intrinsic factor, labelled

with Cobalt-57 and Cobalt-60. After a flushing dose, a patient

with pernicious anaemia excretes significantly more of the bound

isotope than that which was free when administered in the 24 hour

urine collection. As in all urine tests, the test is not applicable
1

in renal disease. This massive flushing dose of non-radioactive

which is required changes the serum B^g levels and masks the
clinical picture at the very beginning of the investigations.

Although a diagnostic test, it gives no quantitative measurement

of the amount of vitamin absorbed.

Whole-body counting measures the radioactivity retained in

the body after an oral test dose, thus giving the absolute amount

of the vitamin absorbed, obviating excreta measurements, and the

uncertainties associated with these procedures. The dose of

radioactivity can be reduced and secondary conditions such as

liver or renal disease do not interfere. It is not necessary

to give a large injection of non-radioactive B^ which may interfere

with subsequent haematological examinations. Patients can be

examined as out-patients, eliminating the cost, and inconvenience

to the patient, of hospitalization.

This study on the absorption of vitamin B^g essentially
in three parts. In the original study, using the prototype whole-

body monitor with the 3 inch diameter x 3 inch Nal (Tl) crystal,

the subject was counted in the supine position only.



58
The absorption of free Co vitamin and bound Co vitamin

was separately measured one veek after oral administration

of each dose.

With the acquisition of the large 11-|- inch diameter x 4 inch

crystal, and reduction in scanning time required for each patient,

a background scan was done on the patient before administration

of the isotope and each subject was always monitored in both supine

and prone positions. The absorption of free -*®Co vitamin

and bound Co vitamin Bj^ was separately measured two weeks after

oral administration of each.

In an attempt to cut down the length of time required for

this test, and the variability in absorption by the individual,

free vitamin B^ labelled with Cobalt-58 and bound vitamin B^g
labelled with Cobalt—57 were administered on the same day0 The

absorption of each was measured simultaneously one week later.

This enables the clinician to have accurate quantitative measure¬

ment of the absorption of free and bound vitamin within seven

days, while many of the possible sources of error of alternative

methods are eliminated.
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3.2 Materials and Method.

Throughout this series, the diagnostic criteria of Addisonian

pernicious anaemia were based on pre—treatment findings of:

1. An acceptable clinical picture.

2. Anaemia with a macrocytic blood picture.

3. Megaloblastic erythropoeisis seen on marrow biopsy smears.

4. Histamine fast achlorliydria.

5. A satisfactory clinical and haematological response to

parenteral cobalamin therapy.

Contol subjects were either subjects with normal peripheral

blood findings or subjects with anaemia which was not pernicious

anaemia as show by a histamine stimulation test meal and sternal

-? marrow investigations.

Using the prototype whole-body monitor, 0o4 ;ug vitamin

labelled with 0.4 ^ic Cobalt-58 was administered orally to 7 fasting

subjects with pernicious anaemia and 9 fasting controls who were

normal or had irrelevant diseases. Shortly after administration

of the isotope, each subject was monitored in the supine position,

giving the counting rate equivalent to 100$ absorption. A further

measurement was made about 7 days later from which the absorption

of the vitamin could be calculated. This measurement also served

as the background counting-rate of the anaemic patients who were

remonitored on the same day following oral administration of 0.4 jug
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Vitamin labelled with 0.4 ;ic Cobalt-58 and 120 mgra. intrinsic

factor. These subjects were then monitored 7 days later to obtain

the absorption of bound vitamin.

With the installation of the large detector and reduction

in scaiuiing—time required for each patient, a second series was

started. After an initial background scan which gave the counting-

rate due to natural potassium-4 0 and caesium - 137, 15 fasting

patients, i.e. 2 controls, 11 subjects with pernicious anaemia

and 2 malabsorbers, A and B were givenlyug vitamin B^labelled with
1 yuc cobalt-58.

A was diagnosed as having malabsorption due to primary

intestinal disease. She presented with a macrocytic anaemia,

megaloblastic marrow, low serum vitamin B^2 and folate, and

histamine fast achlorliydria. She had steatorrhoea (6.0 g/day)

and a abnormal xylose test (0.1 g excretion in 5 hours after 5 £

orally). An instestinal biopsy showed an atrophic jejunal

mucosa. B also presented with a macrocytic anaemia, megaloblastic

marrow, low serum vitamin B^g folate and histamine fast

achlorhydria. Steatorrhoea was not present. A xylose test

was not performed and attempts at intestinal biopsy failed. No

definite diagnosis was established in this case.

Monitoring in both supine and prone positions gave the counting-

rate equivalent to 100^ absorption. From the scan-measurement

14 days later, the absorption of the Vitamin could be calculated.
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This scan also served as a background count-rate for remonitoring

the same day after 1.0 ;ug. vitamin labelled with 1 ^uc and

50 mg. I.F. The subjects were monitored 14 days after the second

dose to obtain the absorption of the bound vitamin.

In an attempt to reduce the time required for this test,
X

the following double-tracer technique was devised. Twelve

patients with pernicious anaemia, 14 controls, and one subject

who had had a partial gastrectomy 10 years before, each received

an oral dose of 0.25 vitamin B-^ labelled with 0.25 Bc cobalt-58.

All subjects were in the fasting state and monitored supine and

prone before and 5 minutes after administration, of1the isotope

as desci'ibed earlier. Since this is a double—tracer study, it

is necessary to utilize the energy resolution capability of the

analyser. The lower energy photopeak of cobalt—57 (0.122 MeV)

must be corrected for the Compton continuum contribution of the

higher energy cobalt—58 photopeak (O.SlMeV). The fractional

contribution of the cobalt-58 gamma rays to the cobalt-57 photopeak

range was obtained from the scan immediately post-ingestion of

the cobalt—58 labelled vitamin B^p* Since studies on a number

of subjects showed that contribution of the lower energy Cobalt-57

photopeak to the higher energy Cobalt-58 range was less than

0.1$ of cobalt-57 count-rate, no correction was made to cobalt—58

range.
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Buring the hour following administration of the first dose

each subject drank several glasses of water to assist in flushing

the residual radioactivity from the stomach. An oral dose of

0.25 ;ig vitamin Bj^ labelled with 0.25 }*c cobalt-57 and 30, 60,
or 120 mg. intrinsic factor was then administered. The subject

was monitored again and the 100$ absorption value for the bound

57co-vitamin B^g calculated by:
57

Counting-rate from Co-vitamin = a2 ~ *al

a^ = observed counting-rate - background for Cobalt-58 photopeak

a0 = " " " " cobalt-57 "

F = fractional contribution of 5®Co photopeak to 57g0 photopeak.

In the final measurement about 7 days later, the absorption of

free and bound vitamin was determined simultaneously. Corrections

were again made for the contribution of the cobalt—58 to the cobalt-57

photopeak.

To determine the accuracy of our 100 per cent value for

absorption and to discover whether this fractional contribution F

is constant, several subjects were monitored during the period up

to 4 to 5 hours after oral administration of cobalt-58 labelled

vitamin B-^ and others similarly monitored after administration
of cobalt-57 labelled vitamin B-j^.
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3.3 Jiesults,

58
Following a single oral dose of free Co-vitamin no

control subject absorbed less than 19.6^ (Mean 33.4 per cent, range

19.6 - 46.6 per cent). No anaemic subject absorbed more than

7.1 per cent (mean 4.2 per cent, range 1.7 - 7.1 per cent). When

5®Co-Vitamin with intrinsic factor was administered, the

absorption by the anaemic patients was increased (mean 28.2 per

cent, range 15.2 - 54.0 per cent) to the level found in controls.
/

These results are presented in Table 3.2 and Table 3o3«

Monitoring both supine and prone, after a single oral dose

of 1 ug free cobalt-58, no subject with pernicious anaemia

absorbed more than 15.7 per cent (mean 5.2 per cent, range 0.3 — 15«7

,\ tn , . 58co-vitamin B10 was administered the
per cent;. When bound

absorption increased (mean 49.4 per cent, range 31.9 — 64.6 per

cent), but the two malabsorbers A and B showed little or no increase

due to added intrinsic factor. A summary of these results is

presented in Table 3«zio The two control subjects absorbed
58

67.8 per cent and 77.2 per cent of the free Co-vitamin Bj2»

In the double-tracer study, the mean absorption of 0.25 ug

free -^Co-vitamin B^gby the control subjects was 39.8 per cent
57(range 21.3 - 63.3 per cent) and of bound Co-vitamin B^g was

47.3 per cent (range 24.6 - 73.5 per cent),, The anaemic subjects

had a mean absorption of free vitamin B^ of 7.1 per cent (range
1.8 - 11.4 per cent) and of bound vitamin B^g of 29.0 per cent
(range 9.7 - 49.2 per cent). One subject who had had a partial
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Case 1
2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.

Sex
F F F F F F F F

Clinical'lataofcontrolsubjectsandtheabsorptionoffree 58,

Co-vitamin(aspercentageofadministereddose).
Age

H6 g-

80

7.0

PCVo.
/o

UCHC°/
/o

Diagnosis

27 71 36 66 55 56 32 62

14.4 10.3 15.6 12.6 6.2 8.6 15.6 9.6

21 43 34 46 39 24 30 46 32

31 33 30 34 32 26 29 34 30

Haemorhagefrcei gastriculoer Normal I.D.A.2 Normal Normal X.D.A.x I.D.A.* Normal X.D.A.

TestMeal FreeAcid FreeAcid FreeAcid FreeAcid FreeAcid FreeAcid FreeAcid FreeAcid FreeAcid

SternalMarrow Nosaoblastie Normoblastic Normoblastic Normoblastic Normoblastic Normoblastic Normoblastic Normoblastic Normoblastic

Percentage absorptionof 34.7 42.0 19.6 44.8 46.6 22.0 25.3 27.0 38.3

XIrondeficiencyanaemia.



TA11LE5_0g,

Clinicaldataofsubjectswithperniciousanaemiaandtheabsorptionoffree Co—vitaminbj2an<^bound58^0—vitaminB]2 (aspercentageofadministereddose)0
lase

Sex

Age

lib
$

PCV
f

MCIIC

TestMeal

_

Sterna]Marrow
Katio PeakJ.

j

Percentage
bp2absorption

Percentage absorptionof PlQ+I.Fo

lo

M

58

5.9

1R

•33

NoAcid

Megaloblastic

18

2.1

54.0

2.

F

61

7.0

38

32

NoAcid

Megaloblastic

28

4.7

19.2

3.

F

66

6.2

13

34

NoAcid

Megaloblastic

14

7.1

20.5

4.

F

60

5.6

13

35

NoAcid

Megalobla8tic

25

5.1

22.2

5.

F

41

4 06

15

30

NoAcid

Kegaloblastic

16

5«o

49.1

6.

F

59

6.2

18

35

NoAcid

Megaloblastic

19

1.7

17.5

7.

M

62

7.0

23

32

NoAcid

Megaloblastic

14

4.0

15.2



TABj;-, 5.4.

Clinicnl Data of Pom^ciouo Annonia Pntientr and ffalnbrorber3 (A &B)
and Absorption of Free and Bound v Co-Vitnr.in B,0 (an Percentase of Adainintered Doso).

C f' n Box Are Hb(r) 1£V HCHO
Tont Heal HarPou-

Retic

Pcnkf'
•Serum B Free -'"Co B~

Ahr.orntion
^o%50^1.F
Abrorntion

*

1 H 57 8.5 25 54 No Acid 9 40 1.6 AO. 7
o
c. F AA 11.0 54 54 It tr

- 59 10.1 51.8
M 75 '-.7 18 52 II tt 9 28 15.7 A 4.6

4 n 45 5.1 15 55 tl tl 18 44 8.8 <15.5
5 F 44 A .8 10 5A tt tt .11 30 2.9 5A.0
6 F AO A. A 19 55 tt tt 25 <25 2.A 51.A
7 M 54 5.4 1A 5A tt tt 21 50 5.5 AO. A
8 F 6'' 11.A 5A 52 ft tt

- AO 1.0 42.8
0 F (71 12.0 5A 53 tl It

- <25 0.7 45.A
10 F AO ■5.6 17 55 tt tt 41 <25 5.1 51.9
11 i; 51 8.7 21 56 tt it 9 AO 3.5 42.8

A F A6 4.1 15 51 tl If 10 AO 53.2 33.9
B F % 2.5 7 55 tl tt 10 55 35.3 47.5



I

gastrectomy done ten years before absorbed 15.0 per cent of the

free vitamin and 42.0 per cent of the vitamin bound with intrinsic

factor. The results are given in Table 3«5 and Table 3.6.

The absorption ranges of the controls and of anaemic subjects

are similar in all studies. When the subjects were monitored

in the supine position only, the percentage absorption figures

might be expected to be slightly low, since a high S P ratio

is found immediately after administration.

The absorption of vitamin B^ was drastically reduced in

pernicious anaemia and to a lesser extent in the very limited

number of subjects studied with malabsorption or partial gastrectomy.

In general, the addition of intrinsic factor did not improve absorption

by either the control subjects or the malabsorbers. After

partial gastrectomy, the absorption was increased by the addition

of intrinsic factor, and in the case of the patients with pernicious

anaemia, the ratio : absorption of bound Bj^ r absorption of

free B^2 was always greater than two.

The variation' in the counting rate of cobalt-58 and cobalt—57

labelled vitamin B^g in the subjects who were monitored frequently
during the first 5 hours after oral administration was remarkably

small for both isotopes. Typical results are given in Table3.7

and Table 3.8. The standard errors in measuring cobalt-57 and

cobalt-58 were only about 3 per cent when measuring S and P with

respective maximum variations from 5 minutes post-administration

\
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TABLE _3<>5.

ClinicaldataofCONTROLSUBJECTSandabsorptionoffree58Co-vitaminI3]2 andofbound-^Co—vitaminB^g(ftspercentageofadministereddose) indoubletracerstudy.

Case

Sex

Age

"1

Hb

PCV

MC1IC

Diagnos

Co58

Co57

IF

Time

_

Absorption

Absorption
Units

interv

1.

M

64

CO

0

ON

33

29

r—

BronchialCarcinoma

3306

57ol

60

1hou

2.

F

48

CM

0

■nT

rH

41

34

Normal

28 o7

27c2

60

1

hou

3»

F

79

13c0

41

31

Normal

26.1

44,5

60

1

hou

4.

F

61

13c4

42

31

Normal

48.7

58.5

60

1hou

5o

F

25

13o0

38

33

Obesity

35o5

4902

30

2hou

60

F

21

14.2

42

33

Thyrotoxicosis

55oO

73c5

60

1hou

7.

F

58

11.2

24

33-

Essentialb.ypertension
63 c3

46.7

60

1hou

80

F

52

15c4

48

•32

Normal

53 oO

67c3

120

1hou

9.

F

68

12c7

35

31

Gastro-enterostomy

46.6

42.2

30

1

hou]
10,

F

57

7c8

25

:

31'

Gastro-intestinal haemorrhage

26;o

32,0

120

2

hou
11c

F

54

7d

22

32

Gastro-intestinal haemorrhage

49c6

70.4

30

1

houi
12c

M

67

7c0

20

35

Haemorrhagefrom pepticulcer

39c2

49c2

60

1

hou]
13»

F

71

7c0

19

36

Haemorrhagefrom hiatushernia

21.3

24c6

30

1

houi
14.

F

73

5c8

23

25"

Irondeficiencyanaemia
30c9

24.9

60

1hou



TA11LE3o6,

ClinicaldataofPEilNICOUSANAEMIAPATIENTSandPARTIALGASTRECTOMY(c) -^Co-vitaminan^ofhoundCo—vitaminBj2(aspercentageof administereddose)indoubletracerstudy.
Case

Sex

Age

lib

PCV

MC1IC

TestMeal
Marrow

Retic

Co58

Co57+ip

IF

Time

Peak

Absorption
Absorption
Units

Interval

1.

M

62

9.4

30

31

NoAcid

Meg.

16

9.1

19.6

120

2hours

20

M

60

8.6

28

31

NoAcid

Meg.

8

9.5

45.7

120

2hours

5.

M

65

7o9

25

30

NoAcid

Meg.

9

4.7

16.3

60

22"hours

5.

M

69

6.3

20

31

NoAcid

Meg.

11

11.4

49.2

60

2hours

5.

M

67

5o8

18

32

NoAcid

Meg.

-

8.2

31.0

.60

1hour

6.

F

76

7o0

20

35

NoAcid

Meg.

26

11.8

24.2

.60

1hour•

7.

F

43

6.3

20

31

NoAcid

Meg.

12

3.7

30.9

•60

1hour■

80

M

58

6,8

20

34

NoAcid

Meg.

-

8.6

42.3

■60

1hour•

9c

M

76

4.9

15

32

NoAcid

Meg.

15

4.5

15.8

•60

1hour

10.

F

69

5.1

17

30

NoAcid

Meg.

14•

7.7

27.7

•30

2hours

11c

F

66

7.2

23

31

NoAcid

Meg.

16

3.4

•33.9

30

1hour

12.

F

67

11.3

38

29

NoAcid

Meg.

16

0

CO

9.7

30

1hour

C

M

62

10.9

35

31

NoAcid

Meg.

-

15.0

42.0

30

1hour



TABLE3.7.

Variationofthecountingrateont]iedayofadministration oforalvitaminIL0labelledwithcobalt—57
Approx.Time

afteradministration
-^Co-Vitamin

ase/oof40minresult. (0.08-Oc,15)MeV

57 -'Co-Vitamin
aŝof40nin.result (0.035-0.188)MeV

I

(min•)

S

P

S+P

S

P

S+P

5

102,7

103.9

103.0

103.2

105.o

103.7

40

100,0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

120

93»5

-141.5

102.1

91.1

141.2

105.8

170•

91.7

124.3

99.6

97.0

132.9

105.9

205.

96.4

108.3

99.3

99.7

112.3

102.9

2k5

89.8

131.2

99.9

92.7

135.1

103.3

280

85.6

124.6'

95.1

88.3

128.5

98.3

t •f>»)i V

-6.3

-±12.9

±3.2

-5.3

t

-13.2

±2.7



TAI'.LK3o8

Variationofthecountingrateonthedayofadministration "oforalvitaminB12labelledvithcohalt-58
Approx.time

afteradministration (min,)

-^Co-Vitamin
as'Joof40minresult (0.74-0.89)MeV

58C
as$

.

■

S

p

R+P

S

5

97.6

92.0

,95.5

.98.6

40

100.0

100.0

.100.0

.100.0

12Q

117.1

90.0

.106.9

.112.2

170

117.5

96.1

109.5

111.0

205

106.2

94.7

.101.9

.104.6

245

95.9

108.7

,100.6

.95.1

280

96.6

101.4

.98.4

.95.6

14days

-

-

-

-0o0

-6.5

-4.8

cc

0

+ [

12 result

(0o3-lc0)MeV •92.6 100.0 93.4 98.1 98.4 •107.6 102.2 -5.2

S+P 96.2 100.0 104.7 105.8 102.1 •100.1 98.3 -3.4

CountingrateinCo-57 duetoCo-58 expressedasafraction
(0.74-0.89)MeV(0.3-1,())McV 0.72

0.43

0.?4

0.45

0.72

.

0.45

0.71

0.44

0.75

0.46

0.76

0.47

0.77

0.47

0.68

.

0.42

i'*.0

-3.8



of about 8 per cent and 11 per cent. For both isotopes, monitoring

in the supine position only means the standard deviation is

nearly double that when a subject is measured both supine and

prone, but is not greater than that found, for example, when a

tilting-chair geometry is used. The variation of the fractional

contribution of cobalt—58 photopeak to the energy band of cobalt—57

was also calculated - Table 3*8. The standard error was only

4 per cent with a maximum variation of about 8 per cent. A

measurement 14 days later when redistribution was virtually complete

showed little or no change in the fractional contribution of the

cobalt-58 isotope.
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3.4 Discussion

Several workers have studied the absorption of an oral dose

of vitamin B^ by means of a whole-body counter. The establishment
of a 100 per cent value for the absorption of the vitamin is difficult,

due to redistribution of the isotope within the body. The

choice of time after administration when the counting—rate is

taken as the 100^ value varies rather widely; e„g. some workers use

the count-rate immediately after ingestion, (McDONALD, 1962;

REIZENSTEIN, CKONKITE and COIJN, 1961; BOZIAN, FERGUSON, HEYSSEL,

MENEELY and DARBY, 1963; BELCHER and ROBINSON, 1965) or 2 to 3

hours (TAPPIN, RAHMAN and ROGERS, 1966), or 4 hours (HEYSSEL, 1966)

or up to 10 hours post ingestion (lIEINRICH and GABBE, 1964)„
-? Others prefer to estimate absorption by comparing retention of

oral and intravenous vitamin B, despite the error due to excretion

of the intravenous injection and the assumption that the distribution

of each is the same (B0ZIAN et al, 1963)0 Comparison with a standard

source is also used (BELCHER et al, 1965)0

The tilting-chair geometry has been used most commonly for

vitamin B^ absorption studies (KEIZENSTEIN et al, 1961; BELCHER
et al, 1965; HEYSSEL and co-workers, 1963, 1966), Unfortunately,

this geometry is subject to large variations of the counting rate

shortly after administration of a radioisotopeo Despite doubling

their original subject-detector distance (iffilZENSTEIN et al, 1961;
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HEYSELL, 1966), maximum variations of 18 per cent (KEIZENSTEIN

et al, 196l) of the initial counting-rate or more are not

uncommon. Analagous variations with a multiple detector stretcher

technique (TAPPIN et al, 1966) were smaller, about 10-18 per cent,

of the initial counting-rate. In the present study, the maximum

variation from the same time after administration (about 20-60 mins)

was 5 to 8 per cent (standard error 3 per cent) with cobalt—57

and 8 to 11 per cent (standard error 4 per cent) with cobalt—58

for wide and narrow energy bands respectively. The uncertainty

in the counting-rate taken as the '100 per cent* value is

therefore smaller.

An additional advantage of the small variation in counting

rate, due to redistribution of the isotope in the body, is that

the fractional contribution of the Cobalt-58 gamma rays to the

Cobalt-57 energy range remained very constant using the scanning-

bed geometry. The patient therefore is monitored shortly after
(TQ

administration of the first isotope ( Co) and acts as his own

phantom. This will provide a more realistic estimate of the

contribution of one isotope to another than an arbitrary standard.

The difficulties and errors in determining this fraction for the

tilting chair geometry have been discussed by BELCHER and

ROBINSON (1965). The influence of these factors on the findings

fey REIZENSTEIN et al (l96l) that absorption of free Co vitamin B12
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was greater by controls than of bound vitamin is difficult

to assess. The fact that their 100 per cent value for one

isotope was immediately after ingestion, but for the other

isotope was 1 hour after ingestion, could also possibly have

made some contribution to this result. In our present series,

to date, there lias been little evidence to suggest either increase

or decrease in absorption of bound vitamin f°r normal controls.

It would appear to be biological variation.

The oral absorption results fall into 3 broad groupss normals,

malabsorbers and patients with Addisonian pernicious anaemia.

Although the malabsorbers tend to form a separate entity, there

is some overlap between groups (TAPPIN et al, 1966). IlEIZKNSTEIN

et al (l96l) found no such overlap on their limited number of

subjects included in the survey® We found no overlap, however,
/

between normals and patients with pernicious anaemia.

The absorption ranges of free vitamin B^2 found in the present

study are similar to those found by other workers (Table 3<>9)«

In agreement with other workers (TAPPIN et al, 1966, MOLLIN and

WATEKS, 1968) the absorption of the vitamin after partial

gastrectomy is slightly subnormal but is improved by the addition

of intrinsic factor. In pernicious anaemia, the addition of

intrinsic factor restores absorption levels to normal, but has

little or no effect on normal controls nor on subjects with the

malabsorption syndrome.
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The Range of Absorption of Free and Bound Vitamin B^p in Normal
Subjects, Ilalabsorbcrs or Patients Suffering from

Addisonian Pernfdous Anaemia.

> 1

Author S No
Dose

/6C

Absorption^
Free VitnninBlf

No

Absorption %
Bound VitnminBlZ

'

Absorption
Bound/Free
Vitamin B12

r

TechniqueRange I lean Range Mean

Mollin et al.,
1957.

N

PA

41
33
34

^-r

0.6
1.0
0.6

'200-916
260-870
0.0-350

0-28

63.0
56.0
11.6
11.0

Faecal Col¬
lection

Bozian et nl.,
1963.

N 5 0.5 45-80
0-17

70.0
3.25

Whole body
Counter/ i
(chair geo¬
metry)

Reizenstein et alv
1961.

N
PA

H

10
J)
O
t—

0.5
II

II

38*r80
0-8.8

IP. 3-14.4

61.0

3.0
12.3

10
3
2

27-53
4-31

1-8-7.1

40
15.3

"

Tappin et aL,
1966.

N 27
9
8

1.0
II

II

210-780
2.7-15.2
3.943.1

50.1
7.0

14.0
6
3

163-453
104-336

41.7
14.5

2.5-100
0.74-193

'Whole body
Counter

(Scanning
Bed).

Heinrich et aL,
1964.

N
PA

40-95
0-20

70
10 50-90 70

Whole body
Counter

(Organic
Phosphor^

Katz et aL,
1963.

J

N
PA
tsectioi

20
10

4

0.25
M

(I

10.5-348
4.2-100
1.1-6.1

21.8
5.4
4.0

20
10

4

1LO-330
105~11P
0.8-7.1

21.2
13.5
4.0

083-116
L63r363
073-1-16

Urine Col¬
lection

(Double
Tracer).

Present Study a)

b)

N
PA

9
7

0.4
II

196-466
1.7-7.1

33-4
4.2 7 152-54p '28.2 2.9-2.5-7

Whole.body
Counter
Scanningbed
Supine only

N
PA

M

2
11

'>
c.

1.0
It

II

6713-772
0.3-15,7
332-33*3

72.5
5-2

33.2
11

2
319-646
339-47-5

49.4
40.7

4*1-1500
1.0-1.4

Supine &
Prone.

c) N
PA

14
12

0.25
II

21-3-633
1.8-118

39.8
7.1

1A
12

24*6-704
9.7-492

47.3
29.0

0-74-1*74
2.1-100

Double
tracer

N - Normal Control
M - Malabsorber
P.A. - Pernicious Anaemia



The double-tracer technique gave absorption fanges for normal

and anaemic subjects which were in good agreement with those obtained

when free and bound vitamin Bj^ were given on separate occasions.

Two criteria can be derived from the present study to

differentiate between two types of subject. The normal range

for all 3 tests of absorption of free vitamin Bj^2 vas 19«6-77«2

per cent compared with a range for anaemic subjects of ,1.7-15»7

per cent. Also, while intrinsic factor produced no general

improvement in absorption by the control subjects, the absorption

by anaemic subjects was consistently improved by a factor of 2

or more. A double—tracer Schilling Test (KATZ et al, 1963) found

an increase in absorption of bound to free vitamin B^g by 1.63-3o63
and TAPPIN et al (1966) found an increase by a factor greater than

2.5, excluding one 'unexplained' case,

Oui* malabsorbers occupied an intermediate position between

normals and pernicious anaemia by absorbing subnormal amounts of

free vitamin, but displaying an absorption ratio of bound 5 free

vitamin B^ which falls within the normal range (TAPPIN et al,

1966; KATZ et al, I963).

It was not obvious at the outset that cobalt-57 could

satisfactorily be used for whole-body monitoring. The major

advantage of cobalt-57 over cobalt-60 is, of course, the considerable

reduction of radiation dosage to the patient. However, the

emitted gamma rays are of much lower energy (0.122 MeV compared

with 1.17 and 1.33 MeV from cobalt-60) and therefore monitoring

difficulties could be anticipated. (MOLLIN et alt 1968) The
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variations in counting rate found with cobalt-57, however, are

less than or similar to those found with cobalt-58. Similar

findings have been described following intravenous administration

of the two isotopes (BODDY and ADAMS, 1968q). These results appear

to demonstrate the usefulness of this cobalt-57in whole-body

monitoring, at least for our monitoring geometry.

The advantages of whole-body monitoring over previous techniques

have been described. The techniques described here have a number

of technical and clinical advantages over previous techniques using

whole-body counter.

(a) The scanning-bed geometry provides comparatively small

variation in the counting-rate on day of administration.

(b) The use of Cobalt-57 as a labelling isotope reduces dose

to the patient.

(c) A double criteria is supplied for the diagnosis of pernicious

anaemia.

The double-tracer technique

(a) Halves the time required for the test.

(b) Determines simultaneously the absorption of free and bound

vitamin
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3.B THE DETENTION of CONSECUTIVE 1.000 ug INJECTIONS of

VITAMIN BI2 in PERNICIOUS ANAEMIA.

3»5 Introduction

Although a considerable amount of work has been done on the

long-term excretion of parenterally administered vitamin little

quantitative work has been done on the immediate excretion following

injection.

It is well-known that the proportion of the dose retained

decreases as the parenteral dose increases, (MOLLIN and ROSS, 1953»"

ADAMS, 1962; HEINRICH, 1964) but the effect of changing the level

of body stores or the daily biological variation on the retention

of a parenteral dose have been ignored or considered insignificant

^ (MOLLIN et al, 1953), or measured by inaccurate techniques such

as microbiological assays of urine (GIRDWOOD, i960)„ To establish

the most effective maintenance therapy for pernicious anaemia, the

extent of these variations must be uncovered. Urinary radioisotope

studies (ADAMS, 1964) tended to indicate that the level of body

stores played little part in influencing retention but urinary

excretion is subject to a large number of errors and the excretion

of cyanocobalamin appeared to be complete within 24 hours, contrary

to later evidence by whole-body counting (BODDY and ADAMS, 1968).

The whole-body counter, therefore, was used to measure accurately

the total body retention of each dose. The same cobalamin -

cyanocobalarain - was used throughout, since there is evidence that
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the retention of the vitamin depends on its chemical form (GLASS,

SKEGGS, LEE, JONES and HARDY, 1961; KILLANDER and SCHILLING, 1961;

ADAMS and KENNEDY, 1965; BODDY et al 1968 (a)).

306 Method

The 5 patients studied in this experiment had originally

presented subnormal serum vitamin levels and megaloblastic

erythropoesis on marrow biopsy smears. Additional investigations

had led to the diagnosis of Addisonian pernicious anaemia,, 5,000 ug

57
Co-cyanocobalamin had been parenterally administered some

18 months - 2 years previously (BODDY et al, 1968 (a)) but a

background scan before this study began showed in all subjects

less than 5 per cent, or less than 250 ug labelled cobalamin, now

remained in the body.

Each subject received 5 or 6 identical injection^ each

containing 1,000 ug cyanocobalamin labelled with 0.5 uc cobalt-58

at the start of the series. After a background scan, each was

given the first injection of l,000ug vitamin B^ and scanned both
supine and prone, using the modified prototype monitor. Four

weeks later, a further measurement gave the percentage retention

of the first dose. Using this value as the new background, a

further 1,000 ug identically labelled vitamin was injected and a

scan four weeks later gave the retention of the second injection.

In like manner each patient was given one injection every four

weeks until a total of 5,000 or 6,000 ug vitamin B^ Bad been
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administered and the retention of each determined.

Since the background scan for each retention was measured

one month previously, some attempt was made to compensate for

the small but significant daily loss of vitamin. Each subject

had previously been scanned over a period of time (BODDY et al

1968(a)) and his long—term excretion rate of cyanocobalamin

established. The background scan, therefore, was corrected for

excretion assuming that a single exponential term describes the

excretion of the vitamin one month or more after injection (BODDY

and ADAMS, 1968(b)).
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3.7 Kesults

The retention of each 1,000 ug injection of vitamin vas

measured 28 days later by the following method:

Percentage retention cpm^^ - Bgd corrected to^S x 10

(day 28) cpm Qa(j28 ^rom 1>BBB ug Vitamin B^g 1
The long-term excretion rates varied from 0.10 - 0.i4$ loss per

day. The retention of each dose is shown in Table 3®IB and the

serum B^ levels after each dose in Table 3®H® The standard
errors on the retention of identical doses for one person ranged

from i 0.84$ to 1®82!$, and the error on the retention of the

6 doses by 5 different subjects ranged from -1.11$ to -2.85$.

The variation amongst subjects, therefore, appears greater than

the biological variation for each individual subject.

As the body stores are built up, the retention of each dose

shows no tendency to decrease. If the isotope had not readied

complete equilibrium within one month, the retention values other

than the first dose would tend to be underestimated due to subtraction

of a slightly high background value. This could well explain why

the first dose might appear to have been retained to a fractionally

greater extent although this is not significant even at the 25

per cent confidence level0»
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TABLE 3-10.

Retention of Repeated Injections of 1000ug Vitamin B 12

% Retentioi
2nd dosejject

Long-Term Excretiol
% Loss/Day

% Retention
1st dose

% Retention
3rd dose

% Retention
4th dose

% RetB ition
5th dose

% Retention
6 th dosej:

Mean %
Rete ition

Standard
Error

Staidard Error^
(% of Mea i

Reteition)

B 0.13

M 0.10

Mc 0.14

0 0.11

P 0.13

10.1

9.4

13.4

13.1

12.8

8.4

7.4

9.0

10.4

9.4

9.9

7.7

10.7

12.6

9.3

9-0

7.1

11.8

12.6

11.0

7.0

7.6
11.1

9.1

9.4

9.5

7.2

14.0

11.0

- 6 Individual doses -

<1.0

7.7

11.7

11.6

10.5

Indi- ) Mean Retentio i % 11.8
dual ) Staidard Error 1.86
bjects) Standard Error (as _ o

% of Mean Retention)

8.9
1.11

12.5

10.0
1.80

18.0

10.3
2.23

21.7

8.8
1.61

18.3

10.4
2.85

27.4

10.1
1.72

17-1

1.15 12.8

0.84 11.0

1.82 15.6

1.71 14.8

1.39 13.2



TABUI.3oil
SerumVitaminB^pLevels(luringTherapy

Subject

BeforeFirst injectionuug/ml
Before2nd Injection uug/ml

Before3rd Injection uug/ml

Before4th Injection uug/iml

Before5th Injection uu.fr/ml

Before6th Injection uug/ml

Onemonthafter 6thinjection uufr/ml

B

145

191

194

227

■

221

247

273

M

125

213

225

206

219

246

293

Mc

56

134

182

195

189

198

213

0

138

165

241

249

267

322

-

V

207

261

500

316

338

345
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TABLE 5.12,

l'lit* Retention of 1,000 ug Parenteral (fyanocobalamin

AT ITUOil PERCENTAGE RETENTION
of DOSE

METHOD

CHKSTHRMAN et aL, 1951 53-6? 8 hour urine collection

KOLLIN et al, 1955 33-61.5 48 hour urine collection

ADAMS, 1964 25.2-48 -0 24 hour urine collection

IIEINHICH, 1964 6.3-5.3 Whole-Body Counter
(Retention at 5 days)

PRESENT STUDY 7-13.4 Whole-Body Counter
(Retention at 28 days)



3.8 Discussion >

The total body content of vitamin B^g in normal subjects
is about 2,000 - 5,000 ug (GRASBECK, 1959; ADAMS, I962), but in

anaemic subjects, the corresponding range is 200 - 500 ug (GRASBECK

1959)* Since all subjects were in relapse before treatment, and

less than 250 \ig of original therapeutic dose now remained, all

subjects had less than 750 ug vitamin in the body<r A more

likely estimate of body stores is less than 300 ug vitamin B^.
The retention of each dose, therefore, represented an increase

of more than 10 per cent in body vitamin Bj^ and after 6 injections,
the amount in the body was at least double the original quantity.

Some workers (CIIESTEKMAN, CUTflBERTSON and PEGLER, 1951,' M0LLIN

et al, 1953) claim that increasing body stores causes a decrease

in retention of the vitamin. M0LLIN and ROSS based this hypothesis

on the retention of a single 'test' 20 - 50 ug injection of

vitamin measured by a 48-hour urinary collection. The

body stores were then 'saturated* by daily injections. Only 2

days after the final 'saturating' injection, the retention of a

further 'test* 20 - 50 ug injection was assumed to be the total

amount of vitamin B^ present in the following 48-hour urinary
collection, and directly compared with the retention of the

original injection. Since after only 0.1 ug vitamin Bj^ injections,
there is continuing increased excretion of the vitamin for 5-10 days,
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(ADAMS and BODDY, 1968), the increased amount of vitamin in the

second urine collection could well be due to continuing increased

excretion of the 'saturating' injections, rather than decreased

retention of the second 'test' injections. Although single

injections are compared, the biological variation by one person

is considered negligible (MOLLIN et al, 1953). In agreement

with earlier results (ADAMS, 1964, BODDY et al, 1968(a)), our

results give no indication of the increased excretion of the

vitamin as store levels rise. The 'plateau' effect was not found

by increasing body stores up to 83 mg (ADAMS, 1964).

The range in retention of parenterally administered 1,000 ug

vitamin found by some workers is shown in Table 3.12. This

wide range is usually thought to be due to variation amongst

different subjects. The standard deviation on retention

values of 1,000 ug cyano cobalamin by 5 different subjects in this

study was 12.5 - 27.4J&, compared with a mean error of 10. 7 fo

for the urinary studies on 8 subjects (ADAMS, 1964). The

standard deviation on the mean retention value of each individual

subject was 11.0 - l5.6fo and ADAMS, (1964) found a deviation of

7.4 - 18<>5^o The biological variation, therefore, for an

individual from day to day may well account at least paftially

for the wide range of results foimd on different occasions by

various workers. Urinary collections give apparently high
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retention values due to the assumption that excretion is complete

within 48 hours.

Although the percentage retention of a dose drops as the dose

increases (MOLLIN et al, 1953; ADAMS, 1962; IIEINRICH, 1964) recent

literature suggests the long—term excretion rate of vitamin

is independent of body stores (BOZIAN, FERGUSON, HEYSSEL, MENEELY

and DARBY, 1963; IIEYSSEL, 1966; BODDY et al., 1968(a); ADAMS

et al, 1968). At therapeutic dose levels of 1,000 ug, the immediate

retention of the vitamin in cyanocobalamin form appears to be

independent of body storeso The actual amount of cyanocobalamin,

therefore, retained from a parenteral dose appears to be controlled

by competition between renal excretion and the binding capacity

of serum and rate at which body stores can take up cyanocobalamin.

The actual level of the body stores, however, does not appear to

influence retention at this therapeutic dose level.
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CHAPTER 4 : EXCRETION OF A MASSIVE PAJtENTERAL DOSE

OF IKON-59 LABELLED IMFERON

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Although the value of iron in the management of chlorosis vas

recognised as early as the 17tli century fey Sydenham and Willis

(christian, 1903) no clear understanding of quantitative iron
/

absorption and excretion under physiological conditions was found

until the 1930's when chemical iron balance techniques were

used (McCANCE & WIDDOWSON, 1937). Quantitation of faecal iron

loss, however, proved of restricted use due to difficulties in

assaying the iron in faeces and differentiating excreted from

unafesorfeed dietary iron.

A new tool appeared in the 1930"s with the production of

radioactive iron from the cyclotron. In this way the faecal

iron loss in dogs was followed (HA11N, BALE, LAWRENCE AND

WHIPPLE, 1939) and since then, many other investigators have

used this method, although it relies on complete cooperation

of the patient in stool collection over a prolonged period and

is open to great technical variation. The added expense of

hospitilization is also incurred.

The most recent advance in the investigation into the

turnover of iron has been the development of the whole body

monitor (SARGENT, 1962, LUSHRAUGH AND HALE, 1965, PRICE,
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COHN AND CKONKITE, 1965, KEIZENSTEIN AND HRANN, 1965) In

this way, the amount of tracer iron excreted per day can he

directly measured,,

It is important to discover whether the estimated total

loss of iron per day of 0„5-l»5cig is accurate because in the

developed countries, iron deficiency seems to be the most

common deficiency state nowadays. Since there is evidence that

the normal person, consuming a diet of about 15mg iron per day

absorbs less than 10$ of the ingested iron (MOOKE AND DUHA.CH,

1951J PIliZIO-BIROLI, BOTHWELL AND FINCH, 1958) it now seems

possible that iron deficiency could occur even in the absence

of blood loss or malabsorption. From the clinical aspect,

it is very important to discover whether there is abnormal

excretion of iron in certain disease states.

The following chapter describes the use of the shadow shield

whole-body counter to investigate the part played by

gastrointestinal or menstrual blood loss in patients suffering

from hypochromic anaemia.

4.2. METHOD

This study involved 15 subjects, 3 being non-anaemic adult

female subjects and 12 patients with iron deficiency anaemia.

The diagnosis of anaemia was based on peripheral blood findings

of low haemoglobin (lib), low mean corpuscular haemoglobin

concentration (MCIIC) and hypochromia of the stained blood film,
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associated with an abnormally low serum iron level and raised

serum iron binding capacity and with the absence of stainable

iron in the marrow.

The clinical and haematological details of the patients

and normal controls and their doses of iron are summarized in

Table 4.1. Haemoglobin concentration was estimated by the

cyanmethaemoglobin method using an E.E.L. photoelectric colorimeter,
I

the packed cell volume (P.C.V.) by a jaicro-liaematocrit method

using the Hawksley microcentrifuge and blood films were prepared

using the Hay - Grunwald - Giemsa stain. Serum iron and total

serum iron binding capacity estimations were carried out by

the method of RAMSAY (1957) and marrow smears stained by iron

by Perls' Prussian Blue Reaction.

Three non-anaemic females, one post menopause, with ages

ranging from 27-40 years acted as normal controls. They were

given injections of 2, 4 and 5mls of undiluted iron-dextran

(imferon) containing 100, 200 and 250mg iron and 2, 4, 4

Iron-59 respectively.

The anaemic patients were divided into two gropps. The

first group in which there was no menstrual loss comprised

one 21 year old man and 4 post-menopausal women, their ages

ranging from 61-76. In the second group were 7 menstruating

females from 18-41 years. l)oses of Imferon given to the anaemic

patients ranged from 40-60mls (2-3g iron) with isotonic saline

and was unfused at 10-15 drops/minute for the first few minutes
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U- I
%

C)linicalanaHaematolliatabeforetreatment
Case

Sex

Age (yrs)

BodyUt (kg)

Hb g/lOOml
PCV </

/»

MCKC 5*

SerumFe ug/l00ral
TIBC ug/lOOml
Saturation $

IronNose («)

IHONINCO*iP01{ATION(',£)Bay21

A B C

F F F

32 27 40

54 67 54

1206 14.7 13.4

38 45 42

33 33 32

120 110 125

365 360 350

33 30 36

0.20 0 025 0.10

37 34 33

I)

E F G H

F F M F F

68 70 21 76 61

47 70 60 51 59

6.6 6.9 5.5 7.9 7.0

24 26 22 27 25

27 27 25 29 28

15 30 30 15 15

345 480 495 227 370

4 6 6
7 4

3.0 2.5 2o0 2.0 204

22 28 25 48 35

J K L M N 0 P

F F F F F F F

36 18 32 35 18 19 41

79 41 58 41 56 55

50

6.2 8.6 8.5 602 8.6 606 6.1

23 29 34
24 29 25

28 30 26 26 30

25

7

15 45 15 15 10

405 465 490 450 465 365

2
3 9 3 3

2o0 2o0 2o0 2o0 2.0

OralIron 2.0

44 49 45 38 39 40



whilst the patient was observed for systemic reaction. The

rate was then increased so that the total quantity was given

in 40 minutes. Patient 0 was first given oral iron.

Using the Prototype Whole-Body Counter (BODDY, 196?a) with

the 3 inches diameter x 3 inch sodium iodide detector, each

patient was monitored on the day of injection and at regular

intervals thereafter up to 280 day post-injection. Where possible,

patients were monitored in both supine and prone positions and

immediately before and after the menstrual period. The three

controls were counted as often as possible during the first

twenty days or until menstrual loss occurred to examine the

variation in counting rate due to redistribution. The long

term excretion rates for all the patients, computed by a least

squares fit calculation, were examined.

Where blood loss was evaluated from whole body counting,

Blood Loss in ml = ^ x BqV0
100 fractional incorporation

L Percentage loss of whole body radioactivity between
counts

B.Vo Blood volume in ml.

The fractional incorporation of Iron-59 into the blood was measured

at the time of blood loss. The blood volume of patients was

taken to be 65.6ml/kg body weight (WASSERMAN, TSE-FET AND RASBKOFF,

1951).
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4.3 A Variation in whole body counting ratea due to

redistribution of the isotope

To examine the variation in count rate due to isotope

location within the body, the supine and prone results for the

3 normal controls are shown in Table 4.2 and the standard

deviation on the results for the first 5-7 days calculated,

assuming no loss of radioactive iron during this time. This

is an approximation since some iron is lost due to excretion

and some blood being removed for blood studies during this

initial period. The results, however, do illustrate that

counting a patient in both the supine and prone position decreases

considerably the variation in counting rate due to this initial

redistribution of the isotope in the body.

In Figure 4.1, the prone counts, corrected for blood losses,

are expressed as a percentage of the initial post-injection count

for A and B, and plotted with the results of serial surface

measurements over the sacrum for subject A (WILL AND GRODEN, 1968).

The sacral plateau found by surface counting from day 4-12

apparently indicates that the iron freed by the liver from the

iron-dextran complex is incorporated into the haemoglobin in

the marrow at this time. That the prone counts appear to

reflect the marrow activity is reasonable since a large part

of the marrow is situated on the dorsal side of the body. The
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table 4.;'.

In.it.inl Redistribution of Iron -'59 Labelled Iron-Dextrnn
> —

A 3 . C
Tine Time Tine
After Cp n( 0. 4-1.38)MCV After.' ccn (0.4-1. 78)MeV After cpn (0 • 4-1.7F>)MeV
In jce Injec¬ Injec¬
tion S+P P tion S+P S P tion S+P S P

-/ Hr 12066 627*7 6795 4- Hr 116°7 6912 5785 0 Day 23576 12491 11085
C\ %\ 12148 6287 : 5860 6 " l16>7 . 6891 6746 l •• 22260 11650 10610
1 day 12182 6287 5899 2 d ayr, 1150*; 5809 6798 2 - 22046 11396 10650
3 - 12149 6290 5859 3 ,■ 11607 5747 5864 7 . 71090 11190 10800
4 •• 11967 6049 5918 4 11708 5795 5913 5 •• 7*1649 10962 10697
q 12242 6271 5971 7 " 11680 5779 5901 14 •• 21544 11220 10324
7 - 1184 4 6022 5822 10 11480 5755 5725
9 11787 5727 5660 18 - 11745 5697 6652 22 •• 21420 11092 10328
11 1148'j 5802 5687 22 11224 5701 5523 43 * 21280 11076 10204

68 - 20812 10976 9877
145 - 20130 10430 9700
197 •• 19774 10247 9527

bnyrs Subject (S+P)%

0-7 A 6 1.14 1.93 1.07

0-7 B £ 0.65 1.41 1.17

0-5 C 6 3.3 5.1 1.8

22-197 A Regression 0.047 0.049 0.044

A
Coefficient p
Error on p 7% 7.7# 17. 4#



FIGURE4.1

RESULTSOFSERIALSURFACECOUNTINGOVERSACRUMANDWHOLE BODYPRONECOUNTSAFTERIRON59LABELLEDI.VIMFERON
x-RESULTSOFSERIALSURFACECOUNTINGOVERSACRUM O-SUBJECTA-SERIALWHOLEBODYCOUNTINGEXPRESSEDAS •3-SUBJECTB-SERIALWHOLEBODYCOUNTINGEXPRESSEDAS

PERCENTAGEOFINITIALCOUNT PERCENTAGEOFINITIALCOUNT



initial drop in count rate immediately after injection, when

free iron goes to the marrow, found by some workers (SARGENT 196'2;

SAITO, SARGENT, PARKER AND LAWRENCE, 1964; BONNET, ORVIS,

ILAGEDORN AND OWEN, i960) is probably due to the fact that the

patients were monitored in the supine position only.

The regression coefficient for subject C was obtained by

a least squares fit calculation, assuming the data after day

20 is adequately expressed by a single exponential term. The

error on the regression coefficient was only 7$ when monitored

both supine and prone but increased to 17o4$ when monitoring

only in the prone position. In our experience, for less than

2$ of the subjects measured, scanning in both positions is not

practicable. After an intra-venous dose of Imferon, the

prone position appears to give a smaller variation due to the

initial redistribution of the isotope within the body, but a

larger error than the supine counting position for the long term

excretion rate.
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4.4. B Long-term Excretion Rates of Iron-59 labelled Imferon

where gastro-intestinal loss, but no menstrual loss, is suspected.

The serial counting rates obtained and the percentage

retention each represents are presented in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.2(a)

for the normal post-menopause control and graphically in

Figure 4.3 (a-e) for the 5 subjects suspected of gastro-intestinal

loss. Where graphical representation would tend to indicate

that the results might be expressed as'a single exponential loss

after a certain period of time, the regression coefficient has

been calculated by the method of least squares. If faecal

collections have been made, these are indicated together with

the whole-body counts for the appropriate duration.

The rate of loss of iron from subject C - the normal control -

was calculated to be 0.047$ per day with an error of 7«0$ on the

regression coefficient.

Patient D - Figure 4.3 (a) complained of tiredness and

breathlessness of some years duration. She was known to have

a hiatus hernia and diverticulosis of the colon. Her long term

excretion seems to be adequately described by a single exponential

term giving an excretion rate of 0.38$ of her iron per day.

Assuming blood volume to be 65.6ml/kg body weight (WASSEHMAN

et al, 1951) and a red cell utilization of iron of 22$ this

corresponds to a blood loss of 50mls. per day. This continuous
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TAIlbK 4.3

Retention in a Normal Post Menopause Subject following a single
intravenous dose of lOOmg Iron—59 labelled Imferon

Subject C

DAYS

.

cpm
(0.4-1.38MeV)

'r>
RWAINllD

0 23,576 100

1 22,260 94.4

2 22,046 93.5

3 21,990 93.3

5 21,649 91.8

14 21,544 91.4

22 21,420 90.9

43 21,280 90.3

68 20,812 88.3

145 20,130 85.4

197 19,774 83.9



FIGURE 4-2

RETENTION OF I.V. IRON *59 LABELLED IMFERON IN NORMAL CONTROLS

(a) POST " MENOPAUSE

UJ
CO

(b) NORMAL MENSTRUAL LOSS

DAYS

(c) NORMAL MENSTRUAL LOSS
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FIG 4-3 (d)

FIG 4.3 (e)



internal bleeding almost certainly accounts for her anaemia.

Patient E Figure 4.3b was tired, listless and short of breath

She had suspected occasional bleeding from haemorrhoids. Her

rate of loss of iron over the first 21 days was 0.30$ but after

day 35, apparently decreased to 0.11$ per day which lies within

the normal range of (0.04-0.25$) loss per day (WILL and B0DDY

1967) for long term excretion of tracer doses of iron by normal

males, but is three times as high as the loss of the Post-

Menopause female control. A faecal collection for the first

4 days gave a loss of 0.26$ per day while the whole body counter

gave a loss of 0.41$ per day. A faecal loss of 0.1$ over a

7 day period, or less than 1ml. of blood per day, was not detected

j by the whole body counter.

Patient F, Figure 4.3c was a 21 year old male of pale com¬

plexion who complained of shortness of breath. After dextran

was administered he had very high losses amounting to 1.8 litres

of blood in 16 days. By monitoring the patient pre and post

operation - gastric dissection of the stomach - a loss of

67.6$ total activity, or a blood loss at least comparable to his

total blood volume was estimated. Thereafter there was a steady

loss of 0.26$ per day with an error of 10.5$ on the regression

coefficient. This suggests some continuing steady bleeding of

40ml. per day, although a significant improvement on losses before

the operation.



Case G Figure 4,3 (d) was a post-menopause female who had

suffered from dyspepsia for several years and shortness of breath

for some months. Iler rate of loss of Iron-59 labelled Imferon

was followed for a period of 178 days. A regression analysis

from day (7-178) yielded a loss of 0.18$ per day with an error

of 7.8$. Closer examination of data might suggest a steady

loss of 0.124$ per day up to day 31 and a steady loss from day

107 of 0.11$ per day with an increased iron loss of 5*7$ and

9.0$ in the two intervening 28 day periods.

Patient H, Figure 4.3 (e) was a post menopause female who

had been tired and breathless for some months and was known to

have a large hiatus hernia. After an intravenous injection

v of 2.4g iron she showed a variable loss and sudden drops in count

rate corresponding to blood losses of 1300 ml and 2200 ml of

blood in 28 days and 21 days respectively. Even when blood

losses seemed comparatively regular for limited periods, these

losses varied from 0.23$ to 0.62$ loss per day. Since after

about 8 months more than 60$ of the injected dose was lost, another

dose of Imferon was given and the serial count rates again

followed. In this type of patient where blood losses are high,

massive parenteral doses of iron are required to keep the patient's

haemoglobin at a satisfactory level.
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4.5 DISCUSSION

These results show the value of using the whole body counter

to follow blood losses in patients with hypochromic anaemia.

Even if the bleeding is intermittent, provided the patient ie

monitored at regular intervals, a sudden drop in activity caused

by sudden blood loss can not only be observed but quantitatively

evaluated. Since in normal males and post-menopause females,

radioiron is lost at a small but steady rate, any sudden drop

in whole body radioactivity represents blood loss.

As the range of 'normal' rate of iron loss found by other

workers is rather wide, it is of great importance to monitor

patients with suspected intermittent internal bleeding for

prolonged periods of time to estimate each patient's normal

rate of loss of iron. In this study, monitoring was carried

on for more than a year in some cases and, due to the very high

sensitivity of the redeveloped prototype, monitor studies can

now be continued for even longer periods of time.

In a similar study (UOLT, MAYET, WARNER AND CALLANDER, 1967)

a whole-body counter was used to follow rate of blood loss up

to only 3 months after administration of tracer doses of radio¬

active iron, due to the limited sensitivity of their whole-body

counter. In a number of cases, this length of time is possibly

rather short. For example in the present study, the losses

of patient H were followed for a total of 405 days. During

this time the rate of loss varied from 0.23$ per day to 0.62$
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loss per day with a sudden drop of 20.4$ of total activity in

only 21 days. It is possible that, using the whole body counter

for a restricted period only, an intermittent blood loss could

be missed or a single significant loss assumed to be typical.

To know the actual blood loss at operation is important

to both patient and clinician, but the information can only be

supplied by whole-body counting. The gastric dissection of

the stomach reduced the internal bleeding of patient F - as

shown by a reduction in iron loss. However, since the rate of

loss was still 0.26$ per day after operation, or a continuing

loss of 40 ml. blood per day, it was no surprise when the subject

later became anaemic once more.

The whole body monitoring results on patient H showed the

large variability of blood loss which can arise due to a hiatus

hernia since her rate of loss varied by a factor of 5»

Patient G's results showed an overall loss of 0.18$ per day

but on closer examination, showed a steady loss of 0.12$ per day

before day 30 and 0.11$ per day after day 100 with increased loss

in the intervening time. The cause of her anaemia was unknown

but these results suggest that intermittent blood loss may well

be the cause of her anaemia.

Faecal monitoring to evaluate intermittent blood losses

is impracticable since it involves large doses of radioactive

iron, hospitilization and a large degree of luck because faecal

collection is only possible for a very limited period due to

the extremely rapid drop in activity of the faecal samples and
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the expense of liospitilization.

In the present study, faecal collections over a very limited

period were carried out but these do not always agree well with

the whole—body loss.

The original studies on iron excretion were done by faecal

collections, assuming this to be the main excretion route for

iron. With the development of whole-body counters, and their

use to measure retention directly, it was assumed that the

remaining iron was lost in faeces. FORRESTER, CONRAD and CROSBY

(1962) found the discrepancy between faecal and whole body

radioiron counts to be only 4$ after 150 days.' This

however, was questioned when DUBACII, CALLENDER and MOORE, (1948)
'

found a long-term radioiron excretion of only 0.01-0.02$ loss

per day by faecal monitoring, much }.ower than the whole—body

results.

There are 4 main possibilities for this discrepancy between

faecal and whole-body counts.

(a) Variation in Whole-Body Counts due to redistribution of

the isotope within the body. Using the Prototype Whole-Body

Monitor with the 11-g- inch diameter x 4 inch detector and a

REMAB phantom with radioiron in each organ, the standard error

due to redistribution under these extreme conditions was less

than 6$. In redistribution studies with radioiron on a

patient, the error was only 2.2$.
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(b) Incomplete Faecal Collections

Table 4.4 shows the percentage radioiron excretion of the

injected dose in 5 days compared with the excretion calculated

from the percentage retention of radioiron by day 5, using the

whole-body counter. In these studies the patients were freely

ambulant and in a general medical ward where no special effort

was made to supervise stool collection. Similar discrepancies

were found by other workers (VAN 110EK and CONRAD, 19&1, McKEE

KING, IIAKTMANN and 11EYSSEL, 1965)p If the patients were under

special supervision in a metabolic ward, the error in collection

would be much reduced but the monitoring techniques themselves

are inaccurate. Because small variations in faecal size give

* significant changes in counting efficiency (VAN HOEK et al, 196l),

standardized aliquots should be used despite the resultant

necessary increase in activity given to the patient. Even when

standardized aliquots are used DUBACII et al, (1948) determined

long term excretion by 5 hay faecal collections and claimed only
+ f »
- 10$ accuracy when sufficient activity was present for counting.
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TABLE ho 4

Iron Excretion following an Oral Dose of Iron-59

Whole—Body Monitor Faecal Collection

f— -

! WI101JK BODY
DAY 0

S

WHOLE BODY
DAY 5

EXCAETION BY
DAY 5 ('/' DAY 0)

-

FAECAL ACTIVITY
BY DAY 5

—

KXCUETION

(*' of dose) ;•
I

28,326 7,319 74 0 2 5.78 57.8
i

37,588 24,060 36.0 3.92 39.2 j
40,913 5,480 8606 0.69 6.9

37,459 667 98o2 5.93 59.3

40,405 19,769 51.1 Oo79 7.9



(c) Urinary and Dermal Excretion

Workers are at variance where urinary excretion of radioiron

is concerned. As shown in Table 405 higher urinary radio excretion

occurs initially after administration, possibly because of high

plasma levels, but decreases rapidly. As a long term excretion

route, urinary loss has been considered negligible (HOEK et al.,

1961; PRICE, COHN, WASSERMAN, KEIZENSTEIN and CRONKITE, 1962;

HAHN et al., 1939).

After a report by MITCHELL and HAMILTON (1949) of a loss

of up to 6.5 mg. iron per day with minimal sweating, other workers

followed up this possible route of excretion. DUBACH et al.

(1948) found a 1 oss of (0.07 - 0.03)$ per day after intravenous

iron to 3 normals, assuming maximal sweating for 24 hours.

STEWART et al. (1950) studying 3 dogs under strict metabolic

conditions found a loss of (0.02 - 0,03)$ for the first 24 hours.

The third dog, given an oral dose, lost 0.06$ of absorbed dose

during the first 24 hours but possible contamination from faecal
J N.

loss could cause an erroneously high figure. As in urine

collections, dermal losses can only be detected immediately post

administration. It does not seem to be an important excretion

route.

(d) Menstrual Blood Losses

Since a loss of blood obviously means a drop in iron content

of the body, in order to study iron kinetics, post menopausal

females and normal adult males are used since, under normal

circumstances there is a small steady iron loss.
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TAlilE 4.5

Urinary Excretion of Itariioiron.

Author
No.
of

Subjects

Dose

(DIR)
Time
After
Uose

Mode of

Application

.

•

Excretion

(as of absorbed dose)

DTJIjACII et al, 1948 3 5-94 1-2 h I.V. 1.2-2.5/1—2h.

STEWART et al, 1950 o 5 ( d op;) 1 day I.V. 1.6^/lday
10 (dog) 2 days oral *1. %/2d ay

HAKN et al, 1939 1 105 (dog) 6-3Ori. I.V. 0.34(6d)-0.00(3 0d)

HOEK et al, 1961 5 1 2 weeks oral £ 0.43^/day

* Calculated from 42?« absorption of oral (lose
+ Cumulative urine collections give less than 1$ of administered dose,

assuming 10^ lieteiation g<yve<£0.43'fo of absorbed dose/day.



The rate of loss or iron from the body expressed as per

cent loss per day varies rather widely. Table 4.6 shows some

long-term radioiron excretion results found by other workers.

These figures have been calculated, assuming the loss after day

20 can be accurately described by a single exponential term, which

implies a completely miscible iron pool where the rate of excretion
-At '

exactly equals rate of absorption i.e. If = 10«

Since in the actual system, 70-85$ of

the iron is in the fixed compartment

of circulating haemoglobin for 120

days, a more accurate representation

is

u * I0e
- Xf

where u is the fractional distribution of absorbed tracer to

haemoglobin iron.

G-I TRACT

I.V. INJECTION- PLASMA

LABILE POOL
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TABLE 4.6
t

Lon^—term Excretion of Iron-59

Author Number
of S

Time Period Average $ loss/day
t

Species Measurement

f BONNET et al., i960 1 1-172 days 0.1V HUMAN W.B.C.

DUBACH et al., 1948 4 20 days 0.01-0.02 <• FAECAL
►

FINCH et al., 1^59 12—54months 0.022

.

II

•

BLOOD

IIOLT et al., 1967 4 0.031-0.039 II W.B.C.

MtilvKK et al., I965 3 6U-270days 0.10 (0.06-0.14) II W.B.C.

Pit ICE et al., 1962 3 20—lOOdays
• "

0.103-0.182 II W.B.C.

REI/ENSTEIN et al., 1961 0 20—lOOd avs 0.136^0.035 II W.B.C.

WILL et ah, 1967 5
1

20—159days 0.15(0.04-0.26) II W.B.C.

BONNET et al., i960 30 0-151days 0.391" MICE W.B.C.

CliAPPELLE et al,1955
•

0.29-0.73 IIATS W.B.C.

W.B.C. Whole-Body Counter



This, too, is an approximation since some storage iron

is less labile than the rest (DUBACM, MOORE and MINNACH, 1946)

and some workers suggest myoglobin binds some tracer with a finite

life span (AKESON, EHKENSTEIN, HEVESY and T11E0RELL, I960).

A labile pool, estimate at 84-135 nig. iron size (POLLYCOVE

and MORTIMER, 1961; GREENBERG and WINTROBE, 1946; .PRICE, 1965)

but possibly variable in size could control both absorption and

excretion of iron. In anaemia, when body stores are depleted,

the labile pool may also be smaller in size - Pollycove suggests

a drop to 14 mg. Presentation of iron, whether by intravenous

or oral routes, to the pool would result in the increased

absorption of iron seen in anaemia. From the labile pool the

iron would be distributed to both circulating haemoglobin and

other body stores. A limiting upper size and rate of turnover

of this labile pool may result in a feedback mechanism which

could explain the increased excretion of iron up to day 20

after oral administration (WILL and BODDY, 1967; PRICE et al.,

after intravenous administration - Table 40?»

This continuing increased excretion of orally presented

iron has previously been explained (WliEBY and CROSBY, 1963; CROSBY,

1963) by the concept of partial mucosal retention of intestinal iron

but since the intestinal mucosa apparently renews itself every 4 days

or less (BERTALANFFY, 1962) it is difficult to explain increased

loss up to day 20. Mucosal retention does not explain increased

1965) and increased excretion of iron found by some workers
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TABLE 4.7

Early and Late Excretion of Intravenous Iron—39-

AUTHOR DAYS

.

initial rate
of loss

(d loss/day)

1
days

late kate
of loss

(^Loss/day)
collection
method

PUBAC]I et al.,
1948 0-20 0.03-0.06 long-terra 0.01—O. " cal

BONNET et al.,
I960

'

0-6 3.1 long-term 0.39 Whole—Body Counter (Mice)

CONRAD, etal.,
I960 0-7 1.02 long—term 0.2 W.B.C.(Rats)

Subject C
Present Study 0-1 h 0.174 22-197 0.047 W.B.C.(human)

v



excretion of iron after intravenous administration. Studies

are in progress to investigate in greater detail the rate of iron

during this initial period after I.V. administration of isotope.

This same labile pool may also control the long-term

excretion of iron. Since the pool is smaller in anaemia and

95-100^ of the tracer iron is fixed for 120 days in circulating

red cells, intestinal loss of iron is reduced without a specific

mechanism for the control of iron excretion. An increase in
I

iron excretion at day 120 noted by Price might be expected.

Studies on two dogs (DUBACH et al, 1948) with haemolytic anaemia

induced by phenylhydrazine showed that only 2.8^ and 3*5of

the tracer iron released by haemolglobin destruction was excreted.

This agrees well with dog studies where 3$ of iron freed by

haemolysis was excreted in bile (lIAWKINS and IIAIIN 1944). This

efficient reutilization of iron may be the reason for disagreement

on this question. However, BONNET et al, (i960) do suggest

that the apparently faster rate of iron loss in mice may be due

, to the fact that the life span of the red cell of a mouse is

20-30 days, compared to about 120 days in man. Unfortunately,

very limited measurements were done about this period on the

normal control.

The long-term excretion rates in this present series may appear

lower than those by some other workers. The radioiron dose was

calculated to make up total body need, including stores. It was

i f
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not a tracer dose. liven in severe anaemia, only 35-50$ of the

iron-59 labelled Imferon is incorporated into circulating blood

by day 21. In severe anaemia, nearly 100$ of a tracer dose of

59
FeSO^ is incorporated into the red blood cells. The rate of

loss of therapeutic doses of Imferon, therefore, cannot be

directly compared with excretion rates of tracer iron—59» since

in Imferon the iron is in an iron-dextran complex and more than

50$ of the iron remains in body stores and not in circulating blood.

A rate of loss of tracer iron-59 of 0.15$ loss per day is in the

normal range (WILL et al., 1967) but a rate of loss of a therapeutic

dose of iron-59 labelled Imferon of 0.15$ per day represents

considerable blood loss.
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4.6 C Long-Term Excretion llates of Iron-59 labelled Imferon

where gastrointestinal or abnormal menstrual blood loss

is suspected.

The results for the serial measurements using the whole-body •

counter are shown for normal controls in Table 4.8. Figure

4.2 (b) and (c), and in Table 4.9 a—f and Figures 4.4 (a)-(g) for

anaemic patients. The count rate is expressed as a percentage

of the whole body count on day zero and plotted against time in

days. Where there were two or more measurements between menstrual

losses, a Student t test was done to examine the significance of

the blood loss due to menses. The rate of loss, expressed as

a percentage loss per day, assuming the loss of iron is spread

* evenly throughout the month, was calculated by means of a least

squares fit calculation, and the results tabulated in Table 4.10.

Where possible faecal collections were made. When blood losses

are calculated from loss of iron, as detected by the whole-body

counter, these are high, because it is assumed there is no iron

loss except that due to menstrual blood loss. In the 2 normal

controls, the blood loss is also calculated, assuming the same fo

loss of iron per day as the post-menopause control.

Throughout this study, it must be noted that, although the

iron losses, expressed as percentage loss per day, may not appear

high, the actual blood losses involved are considerable since

only 35-50^ of the iron is incorporated into red blood cells.

The normal control A, counted during 6 cycles, showed a mean
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TABLE 4.8

Retention of I.V. Iron-59 labelled Imferon in Normal Controls

Subject A
1

,

Subject B

DAY cpm

(0.4-1.3«)MeV
j RETENTION DAY • cpm

! (0.4-1.38)HeV
■

jo RETENTION
j
I

0

0

12066)
)12,124

12182)

100
J

0

0

11697

11637

100

99.5

3 12149 100.2 2 11503
I

98.3

4 11967 98.7 3 ! 11607 99.2

5 12242 100.9 4 11708 100.0

7 11844 97.7 7 11680 99.9

9 11387 93.9 10 11480 98.1

11 11485 94.7 18 11345 97.0

32 11410 94.1 22 11224 96.0

1

39 11480 94.7 28 10970 93.8

44 10870 89.7 44 10670 91.2

65 10780 88.9 76 10581 90.4

71 10770 000CO00 85 10480 89.5

92 10643 87.8 133 10065 86.0

98 10674 88.0 |

115 10748 j 88.6
:

123 10680 88.1
. ■ :

i

144 10637 87.7
I

.

\

155 10600 87 o4
1 I

f

i n /i r? no oK «

1

j



TAUD'] 4.9.

Retention in Annonic Subjects; foll-ovrinft a Single Done of Iron -59 Labelled
Inferon.

Sub.inct J ( ; Subject K C- Subject Ij (c '

Dnv
cpn

Co'.. -1.38)l4cV Retained Dav
cp n-

(0.4-".8)lIeV
$

Retained Day
car.

(1.2-1.38)MeV
f
Retained

5
13
27
42

94
12'
160
213
241

10900
10820
10372
10133
10180
90 '0
0734
7039
6587

100.0

99.2
95.2
93.0
93.4
82.8
80.1

64.5
60.4

0

21
80

94
102

11506
11356
10807
10678
1041b

100.0

98.7
97.9.
92.8
90.5

14
21

49
77
91

105
12b

132
147
161
1,68

1407
1485
1413
1400

1403
1.561
1360
1360
1335
1222
1223

100.0

99.1
94.3
93.5
93-7
90.9
90.8

91.3
89.2
81.6
81.6 .

Subject il(cl) Subject N (e) Subject 0( f)

Day
Cfirn.

(0.4-1-1.38 >MeV
(5

Retained Dav
■coin.

(1.2-1.38)McV Rot-'ined Dav
c am.

(0.4-1.38)MeV
/<-

Retained

0

9
44
53
66
87
97

107
135
153
167
184
195
205

2880
2818

2776
2738
2726
2704
2728
2672
2644
2634
2640
2604
2518
2508

100.0
97.8
96.4
95.1
94.7
93.8
94.7
92.8
91.8

991.4
91.7
90.4
87.4
87.1

0

7
14
21

49
77
98

140
153
186

1268
1198
1140
1145
1120

1085
1058
1034
986
993

100.0
94.5
89.9

'

90.2
88.3
85.8
33.4
81.5
77.8
78.3

14
50
75
96

103
120
138
155
183

I53293
148137

c,45600
78865
79067
75044
71747
66234
60033

100.0

96.6
57.7
51.4
51.6
40.0
46.8
43.2
35.1



TABLE 4.10.

Rndioiron Excretion Due to Loos of Blood After Intravenous Tnfcron

r
Significant Blood Faecal Length Rate of Loss

No. of Loss at xf Loos Loss/28 Faoca1 Loss/ of tine ^losv'day
Subject Periods t Level (Hi) Day(Hi) Loss c/o Day c/o (Days,) 0

A 1-2 9.17 2 570 280

3-6 4.5 5 280 60
- - 11-176 0.059

1-6* *34

B 1-4 5.3 5 1400 350 — - 18-133 0.098
(230-510

1-4* *130

C
22^197 0.047

J 9 >5 670 0.4 0.07 5-241 0.203
(240-1130) 160-241 0.36

K 3 >5 - - 7-109 0.09
L 1-3 10.8 1 500 170 0.85 0.12

4 23.1 0.2 240 240 .

5 >5 ' - -

6 17.0 1 840 420 14-168 0.112
M 7 >5 - - 1-205 0.056
N 1-6 6.82 5 1000 172 5.5 0.9 14-186 0.10

(100-280)
P

> i 103-183 0.35

♦Assumed 0.047/k Loss/day for normal iron turnover.



loss of 120 ml per period, and a mean rate of loss of 0.059$ per

day. Control B, counted over 4 cycles, showed a mean loss of

350 ml per period and a mean rate of loss of 0.098$ per day0

If we assume a rate of loss of iron apart from menstrual loss of

0.047$ per day (as post-menopause control C) and a 28 day cycle,

the increased excretion of iron due to menstrual loss is equivalent

to a mean loss of 34 ml blood per period for A and 130 ml. blood

per period for B, assuming: the incorporation of radioiron in the

red blood cells at day 210

Subject A has a variable loss of (60-280) ml. per period and

B a range of (230-510) ml., but although the whole-body monitor

can detect small losses, the quantitative accuracy is limitedo

For this reason, and because estimates of blood volume from body

weight may vary from 44-101 ml./kg. (lIOBBS, 1968), the long-term

excretion rates as well as blood loss per period were examined.

Patient J — Fig. 4.4 (a), who complained of severe anaemia,

but had regular periods with no excessive loss, had a suspected

hiatus hernia0 Although a six day faecal collection showed no

unusual Joss of iron, and monitoring before and after menstrual

loss showed no sudden drop, the overall rate of loss for 240 days

showed an unusually high loss of 0.20$ per day, equivalent to

approximately 24 ml. blood per day. Her loss of blood in 28 days

varied rather widely from (240-1130) ml., and after day 160, her

rate of iron loss rose to 0.36$ per day, or nearly double the
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FIG 4-4
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earlier value, suggesting that her anaemia was due to intermittent

bleeding from a hiatus hernia.

Patient K - Pig. 4.4 (b) complained of tiredness but had

regular periods. A limited number of results gave a turnover

of iron of 0.09$/day, which is similar to our normal controls.

More frequent monitoring over a protracted period of time is

required to try to discover the cause of her anaemia. •

Patient L - Fig. 4.4 (c) complained of symptoms of anaemia

of about 3 months duration, but had regualr scanty periods. A

7-day faecal collection after injection gave 0.85$ loss of iron

by this route suggesting that gastro-intestinal loss might be the

cause of her anaemia. An overall loss of 0.112$/day was caused

by very irregular loss of iron.

Patient M - Fig. 4.4 (d) showed symptoms of anaemia but

regular normal menstrual loss. Whole-body monitoring results

yielded an overall loss of 0.056$ per day which is similar to the

loss of iron by normal controls. No cause for her anaemia was

discovered.

Patient N - Fig. 4.4 (e) complained of tiredness and shortness

of breath on exertion but normal menstrual loss. During the first
I

7 days, there was a 5»5$ drop of whole-body activity and similtaneously,

5.5f<> of injected iron appeared in faeces. The mean rate of loss

calculated from day 21 onwards by whole-body counting yields a

loss of 0.10$ per day, suggesting that gastro-intestinal loss
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rather than menstrual loss is the cause of her anaemia.

Patient ? - Fig. 4.4 (f) was a severely anaemic female who

had had a gastroenterostomy one year previously. Two months after

her dose of Imferon, she lost more than 40$ of her total body iron

within three weeks in a sudden massive haemorrhage. Thereafter,

her turnover rate of iron remained at the very high level of 0.35$

loss per day, or equivalent to ,'30 ml* blood loss per day.

Patient 0, a 19 year old girl, suffering from menorrhagia,

first attended the doctor in 1963, because of iron deficiency

anaemia which responded to oral iron therapy. Since her haemoglobin

level had dropped to 6.6a/l00ml in February, 1966, oral iron
J

therapy was prescribed followed by an intravenous trace? dose of

8 ;uc iron-59^ Her excretion rate of iron was.followed by the

whole-body monitor and the retention values are shown in Table 4.11

and graphically in Fig. 4.4 (g) and the excretion rates in

Table 4.12.

Large irregular blood losses ranging from (210-950)ml. gave

a high excretion rate of 0.39$ loss per day. In June, 1966, a

dilation and cauterization (D and C) operation was performed

revealing a bulky uterus and huge cervical erosion. Four cycles

later, her haemoglobin level had dropped to 10.8g/l00ml and the

whole-body counter revealed a blood loss of 1,950 ml, or more

than half her blood volume at her next period, with a corresponding

drop in haemoglobin level to S>.6g/lOO ml. 2.0g intra-venous

Imferon restored the haemoglobin level to 11.4g in 2 weeks.
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TABLP, 4.11,

Retention of Iron -59 in Menorrhagia -Pationt 0

A B
Oral Iron Lr belled with Ppc T^noorIron*^9

■ r m-tlnrnnnp Lappa 2.0/' i. v. Infppon
Kb. 6-fenAOOn-i J13- 11 .4g/l00nl

Day (
, p.n'(0.4-1 ,'58)MpV c/o Retention Day C p.n(0/bl.58)MoV a/o Retentio:

7 19140 100.0 10 52722 100.0
14 19020 99.4 21 52465 99.2
?0 18650 97.5 59 28541 87.2
28 18550 96.8 54 28607 87.1
41 18,? v0 95.2 68 27852 85.1
55 15910 85.1 89 27596 85.7
66 15560 81.2 lib, 15. ?f/100ml rev 44/" MCHC 54/'o
80 14584 76.1

D & C c
Opera tion Mo Th nninv. la o Trnonr Iron _n«

Hb,10.6 .1 / lOOnl PCV 56?S MCIIC 505= Kb.15.2r/I00nl
Da'"' 0 p.n ( 0.4-1.5£&IeV Retentio

228 4710 24.6 0

■ ■ i —— <- - - -

85560 100.0
24? 421,? >2.0 10 80069 96.1
211 1968 12.8 24 77011 92.4

IIb,6.6e/l00nl, PCV 2Ac/o F'CHC 26?" 4 2 76/165 91-7
59 70918 85.0
87 64268 77.1

Jjlb, 14.2r/100n3 •



FIG 4,4q. RETENTION OF IRON-59 IN MENORRHAGIA

A B C D

ORAL IRON THERAPY AFTER DOC HORMONE THERAPY NO THERAPY

DAYS



Ta_bLe ZL.I?.
Lone-Term I2:-:orotior of Iron -59• Patient 0.

Blood Lone per Period
Duration of Study(days)Treatment Period (ml) Lone-Term ExcretionRate

$ Lose/day

Oral Iron Therapy 1 210
o
C. 950 7-80 o v->!

550
After D 4- 0 9 1950 242-273 2.45

Rnmone Therapy 1 SS0 10-89 0.24 (3 periods)
P 105 3°-89 0.088 (2 " )
2 70

No Therapy 1 ISO 10-417 0.29 (7 periods)
2 275 42-87 0.38 (2 " )
5 370



In December, 1966, hormone therapy vas started, originally

with Primolut N and later Metrulen M. The first period loss

after treatment was 550 ml, which is still high but the following

losses are in the' 'normal' range giving an iron loss of 0,088^

per day. In November, 19&7, the haemoglobin level was continuing

at 15.2g/l00mlo

Since stopping the treatment in December, 19&7, the haemoglobin

level had dropped to 14.2g/l00ml in February, 19^8, and the whole-

body monitor gives increasing blood losses of 150, 275 and 340ml.

for the 3 periods after treatment. The patient herself had noticed

that, having stopped hormone treatment,' her periods had become

heavier with occasional clots of blood.

' i 4.7<> Discussion

These results demonstrate the role of the whole-body counter

in following abnormal blood loss due to either menses or gastro¬

intestinal bleeding, or both.

Where the route of abnormal excretion is doubtful, concurrent

faecal and whole—body measurements are useful. In patient N,

the 5.5i° drop in whole body activity appeared in the faecal

collection of the same duration,, In this way, the route of

abnormal excretion has been determined and its extent over a

prolonged period of time can be followed by the whole-body

counter0

If the patient can be monitored prior and after menstrual
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blood loss, with an incorporation figure of iron in the blood, an

estimate of the volume of blood lost at menstruation can be achieved

with limited Jiccuracy for small losses but increased accuracy with

larger losses. (lIOLT et al., 1967)0

If only limited measurements are possible, the rate of turnover

of iron, expressed as $ loss per day, gives an indication of the

extent of bleeding, provided the low incorporation of iron-59 into

red blood cells is borne in mind.

Patient L, counted only 9 times in 170 days gave a picture

of normal iron loss with occasional intermittent bleeding amounting

to more than 8$ of her total activity, i.e. approximately 700

blood in 2 weeks.

-? Patient J shows erratic, fairly heavy bleeding which gives

an overall rate of loss of 0.2$ per day i.e. more than twice as

rapid as either normal control, and after 160 days, her rate of

loss nearly doubles to 0.36$ loss per day. Faecal collection
i

showed a loss of 0.4$ of tracer iron in 6 days, but did not show

either the extent or variation of blood loss demonstrated by the

whole-body counter.

Patients K and M were anaemic for no known reason. Since

their rates of loss of 0.09$ and 0.056$ per day compare closely

to normal control losses of 0.098$ and 0.059$ per day, this would

suggest that it is not increased excretion of iron causing their

anaemia. An oral dose of iron-59 to study their absorption would
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"be of interest.

Although patient P was known to he anaemic, the actual extent

of her hlood loss was not appreciated until whole-body counting

was used. A sudden loss of blood amounting to nearly her total

blood volume could have been missed since the patient appeared

little aware of this loss. A continuing loss, shown by 0.35f"

loss of Imferon per day, is due probably to a gastroenterostomy

performed a year before.

It seems quite possible that, although blood loss is accepted

as the cause of many anaemias, the actual extent of this blood

loss is not fully appreciated, since, until the development of

the whole-body counter, this could not be measured over a prolonged

period of time0

It is in the continuous picture of patient 0, reacting to

different treatments, that the potential of the whole-body comiter

is displayed. Originally diagnosed as anaemic due to menorrhagia,

a tracer dose of iron-59 showed very high losses of blood at each

period and an overall loss of 0.39fo per day which led to a D and

C operation. The limited success of this operation in curing

the nenorrhagia was immediately demonstrated when she lost 53/«

of her total blood volume during her next period. In comparison,

the conqilete success of the hormone treatment was shown when, within

two months, her menstrual blood loss dropped to a normal level,

giving an excretion rate of only 0.088^ per day. After one year
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on treatment, the hormone preparation was stopped, whereupon the

whole-body counter showed an immediate and continuing increase

in blood loss during succeeding menstrual periods. By means of

whole-body counting, an accurate estimate of actual blood lost

at one period can be attained when losses are high and a complete

picture of a subject's response to various treatments can be drawn.

Our two normal controls show different long-term excretion

rates of 0.059$ loss/day and 0.098$ loss per day. This is in

agreement with other workers who found wide differences between

individual subjects, but considerable consistency for each individual

in menstrual loss. Since the collection of pads is little used

(BALDY/IN, YvTIALLEY and PRITCHARD, 196l) because of complexity,

inaccuracy and^unpleasantness, whole-body counting is the method

of choice for following menstrual losses over a period of time.

The need to examine menstrual losses objectively is demonstrated

by Fig. 4.5. (HAilliERG, HOGDAJIL, NILLISON, and RYBO, 1966) which

shows the correlation^, or lack of it, between subjective judgements
and actual blood loss in a random sample of 476 females. Claims

have been made (BALDWIN et al, 196l) that women are cognizant of

blood flow and any appreciable change from the normal but since

most of the subjects are nurses or student nurses, it is not a

random sample. Other workers find large discrepancies between

subjective and objective values (JACOBS and BULTER, 1965» HYTTKN

CHEYNE and KLOPPER 1964).

As in many other iron studies, the normal range varies widely.



FIG 4.5. SUBJECTIVE JUDGEMENTS OF MENSTRUAL BLOOD LOSS
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Table 4.13 shows some results found by other workers. Where

collection is measured directly, the blood loss figures quoted

are a minimum loss, but blood loss calculated using a whole-body

counter gives a maximum loss, since the assumption is made that

all the iron lost is due to loss of blood. An attempted correction

has been made for subjects A and B. Accurate estimates of blood

loss by whole body counting are difficult because of fluctuation

in red cell content of iron-59 and blood volume. Although a loss

of 0.1$ or 33 ml. blood in 7 days has been estimated by whole

body counting (PRICE, FORSYTH, COHN and CRONKITE, 1964), by

concurrent direct tampon blood measurement, the authors estimate

an error of 20-40 ml., or more than 100$ on this result. An attempt

has been made to evaluate the accuracy of measuring blood loss

by whole-body counting (HOLT et al., 1967)0 Despite detecting

a loss of IGOml. of blood, the standard deviation on the error

was 26$ when as much as 400—500 ml. of blood were removed, but

dropped to 14$ with the removal of more than 700 ml. of blood.

Yi/hen there is direct measurement of blood loss, the error is con¬

tinuously less than 2.5$ (BALDV/IN et al, 196l).

As a method of quantitatively evaluating small blood losses

at each menstrual loss, whole-body counting is inaccurate, but

used over a period of time it can accurately evaluate long-term

excretion rates and differentiate menorrhagic bleeding from normal

menstrual loss as is admirably shown by patient 0's results.
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TABLN 4 ■ l7.

Nornal Menstrual Blood Losses

No. of
Author

_
No. of

, Periods in Method Blood Loss Subjects.
Sub,jec tr¬ Individual Meati Ranye

Hayedorn, Kioly, Tauxe
ft Owen, 1961. ip 1 chroni:jm-51 27 6-50 Youny Women

Hallbery ft Nillson,1964 12 12 Hb deter¬ 78- - 9-56 Nursiny sisters

Hnllborf ot nL,1966. 137
"

2 in 117 mination 34 Tr£T?97 Industrial workers-

Baldwin et nl., 1961. 71 7-13 in 18 Iron -59 25 10-55 Nurses

Prine nt nl., 1964. 1 7 (■ihole bod}) 46 33-59 Yohny Woman

Jacobs ft Butler, 1965. 17 1 chror.iur»-51 347 3-87 Healthy Midwivos
Holt et nl., 1967, 4 4 Iron - 89

Vhole bod})' 29 22-56 4 Patients with
irrelevant diseases

Present, Study- 2 4-6 Iron - 59 *82 *34930 Nursiny sisters.
J (fhole bod})

* Assumed °/o Loss/day, cane as C for
non-menstrual iron loss



Chapter 5 DION METABOLISM ON REGULAR DIALYSIS THERAPY

5ol Introduction

Although theoretically the maintenance of life of patients

with chronic renal insufficiency has been possible since ABEL,

ROWNTREE and TURNER (1913) successfully used an 'artificial kidney'

for the dialysis of blood in animals, this was not practically

possible until Kolff developed the first rotating drum dialyser

in 1943 (KOLFF, 1965). Until recently, haemodialysis was only

used in acute renal failure because of the limited number of blood¬

vessels available for cannulation. The development of a permanent

teflon-silastic arterionvenous shunt by Scribner and his colleagues

(QUINTON, DILLAUD and SCRIENER, i960) meant that regular dialysis

therapy was a practical x>ossibility for the treatment of patients

with severe chronic renal impairment who would otherwise not

survive.

The various types of dialyser available and their attributes

are discussed by FREEMAN, MAKER, and SCHREINER (1965). The two

most common type of dialysers in use at present are the modified

two-layer Kiil dialyser and the Kolff twin-coil dialyser, but the

ideal dialyser has yet to be produced. It is generally accepted

that the success in the use of the apparatus depends more on the

skill of the team than the individual model used0 The model used

in the following research is the modified Kolff twin coil dialyser
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using as the coil a Chron-a-Coil produced by Baxter Laboratories,

Ltd., Norfolk.

DRUKKKR, ALBERTS, ODE, RUOZENDAAL and WILMINK, (1966) reported

on regular dialysis treatment in Europe in 1966, By Kay, 1966,

612 people had been accepted for regular dialysis treatment (liRT).

Of these, 48$ were alive on R1)T; 12$ had received a kidney graft;

the remaining 40$ died during regular treatment.

Jlaemodialysis has edow been developed so that it can sustain

life for a number of years, but abnormalities in the metabolism

of various electrolytes are known to occur in patients undergoing

KDTo In the field of iron metabolism, there is a division in

the literature between those who have demonstrated iron overload

(ESCHMCH, FUNK, ADAMSON, KUUN, SCRIBNER and FINCH, 1967) and those

who suggest that iron deficiency occurs (SHELDON, 1966). The

development of systemic iron overload in the form of haemosiderosis

is a theoretical possibility in these patients since there are

two sources of iron available to these patients apart from the

normal, namely iron from repeated blood transfusions and possible
%

transfer of iron from the dialysis fluid to the patient (MAHEK,

FREEMAN, SCHMITT, and SCI{REINER, 1965). Iron deficiency, however,

might arise due to abnormal blood loss0 The present study was

undertaken to clarify these views which are of more than theoretical

importance since persistent iron overload is potentially lethal and

is difficult to treat, whereas iron deficiency is easily treated

but if left unrecognised, could be a source of prolonged ill health.
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5.2 Materials anil Methods

Three patients with renal failure on a Giovanetti dietary

regica were studied, using the modified prototype wliole-body

monitor with the large ll-£ inch x 4 inch detector. These patients

all had markedly reduced glomerular filtration rates as measured

by a creatinine clearance of between 5 **nd 10 ml per minute, compared

with the normal filration rate of 100—120 ml per minute. After

a background scan to determine the counting-rate due to natural
/

radioactivity in the body, the patients were given an intravenous

tracer dose of 1 ug (l uc) iron-59 and counted both supine and prone

at regular intervals up to day 102 to determine their turnover

rate of radioiron. Seven patients who were undergoing RDT were

given intravenously 1 ug (l uc) iron-59, and were monitored for

up to 169 days. Two of these patients had been monitored before

RDT commenced. The decision to dialyse rested upon the creatinine

clearance level falling below 5 ml per minute, or on clinical

deterioration.

These patients were dialysed twice per week for a total of

20 hours using the modified Kolff twin-coil dialj'ser. The riialysing

fluid is obtained as a concentrate from Ilford Ltd., Basildon,

Essex and when 3 litres of the concentrate is diluted x 35 to 105

litres, it has the electrolyte composition shown in Table 5.1.

The iron present is that in the diluting non-sterile ordinary tap

water. A circuit diagram of the artificial kidney is shown in

Figure 5« During the course of the study, Subject D underwent
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table 5.1.

Composition of Dialysis Fluid

1

grams/litre
(concentrate)

i • i

mEqu./litre
(Diluted*)

'

NaCl
i

190". 0 Na+ 93
1

. 125

CB3C00Na.3H20 152.3 Na+ 32

KC1 5.2 K+ 2.0

CaCl2 6.0 Ca++ 3.1

M«cC12.61I20 6.0 Mg++ 1.69

Dextrose 1 70.0
i

200mg
J

♦Diluted with non-sterile tap water



FIG 5. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE ARTIFICIAL KIDNEY



bilateral nephrectomy prior to transplantation and following this

was dialysed thrice weekly.

It is difficult to determine directly the residual blood loss

in the coil (a) at the end of dialysis as all the coils are potential

sources of the virus of serum hepatitis and thus coil handling

must he kept to a minimum,,

In an attempt to evaluate this blood accurately and to compare
\

loss in two separate types of coil (the Chron-a-coil find the newer

type known as the Ultra—flo), blood from two patients was labelled

with 100 jac chromium-51 and reinjected into the patient. For

over three weeks after labelling^the coils were counted after each

dialysis, by placing the coil in a cardboard box 10" x 10" x

v which was counted in a fixed position beneath the ll-§- inch diameter

x 4 inch crystal. The coil was positioned in the box in approximately

the same way each time, but to standardise the counting geometry,

the box was counted in the 6 positions with each side uppermost

in turn and the mean value calculated. An Ultra-flo coil' and

Chron-a-coil were counted for each subject with a known amount of

the patient's blood in the coil and 5 nil of the patient's blood

was drawn off at the same time and counted in a 3 inch diameter

x 3 inch Nal (Tl) well crystal connected to a 100-channel gammascope.

After each dialysis, the coil and a 5 nil blood sample were counted

and the volume of blood left in each coil evaluated. This blood

sample supplies the correction factor required to compensate for
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radioactive decay and isotopic dilution due to blood loss.

To determine the percentage of the iron which is transferred

from the patient (c) to the dialysis fluid (b) via the coil (a)

at each dialysis, patient D was given 1 uc iron-59 intravenotisly.

The total dialysis fluid of his next dialysis was counted in 12

polythene containers and the count rate compared with a standard

l/20th of the patient's dose counted in the same geometry.

The quantity of iron transferred from the dialysis fluid (b)

to the patient (c) via the coil (a) was determined for three subjects.

After a background scan, the patient was dialysed with a total

of 25 or 100 uc iron-59 in the dialysis fluid, After dialysis,

the patient was again scanned and the uptake of iron from the

dialysis fluid was calculated from cpm/uc for a subject of similar

build or in one case, patient 3? acted as his own standard by being

given later a known activity of intravenous iron-59•
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5«3 Results

The pattern of radioiron excretion for patients with severe

renal failures and for those undergoing RDT is shown in Table 5»2.

The serial whole-body counts are expressed as a percentage retention

of the original count after injection. The rate of loss expressed

as a percentage loss per day has been calculated by the method

of least squares fit and the results presented in Table 5»J»

Before ]U)T, radioiron was lost at a rate of 0.075$ per day (Range

0.06 - 0.098$ per day) but when RDT started, the rate of loss of

iron suddenly rose to 0.61$ }ier day (Range 0.33 — 1.46$ per day).

The excretion rates of patient B before and after the decision

to dialyse are plotted in Fig. 5»1* Before the dedision to dialyse,

the rate of loss was at the lower end of the normal range at 0.06$

per day, but immediately on starting RDT, this rate of loss increased

over twenty-fold to 1.46$ per day.

The rate of loss of iron by patient D being dialysed twice

per week showed an overall loss of 0.33$ per day - Fig. 5»2. Iron

was lost at the rate of 0.54$ per day for the first 5 weeks, but

thereafter, the loss dropped to 0.20$ per day. This reduction

in the rate of iron loss coincided with a change from the Scribner

shunt to a Cimino-Brescia fistula with resulting decrease in

external sources of blood loss from the shunt site. After

bilateral nephrectomy, when dialysis took place three times per
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table 5.2

subject a

days cpm p
detained

subject b

days cpm

no dlilysis

o 45,503
21 44,932
48 44,036

dialysis started

100

98o7
96.8

89 37,204 s 81.8

subject e

no dialysis

0 43,580 100
9 43,467 99.7

16 43,145 99.0
dialysis started

1°
detained

subject c

day cpm

(loo-1.38)
cp

detained

no dialysis

0

67
102

30
49
84

12.6

34,592
26,711
14,704
8,752

79.4
61.3
33 .7
20.1

subject e

day cpm

dialysed 2/v/eek

0

7
22

16,765
15,761
14,208

lP
detained

day cpm
of
p

detained

100

94.0
84.7

dialysed 2/l/kek i
i

0

2

5

35,099
34,449
33,851

100

98.1
960 4

1,127
1,041
1,024

100

92.3
90.9

subject g

day cpm

dialysed

0

6
13
20

27
37
41

70

133,310
130,065
122,140
121,780
117,640
115,380
112,390
97,090

100.0
97.6
91.6
91.3
88.2
86.5
84.3
72.8

detained

subject d

day cpm
(0.4-1.38)

dialysed 2/vveik
0
1

6
13
22

29
36
43
57
64
85
98

0

7
26

172,694
165,652
162,515
162,478
148,543
143,266
141,501
140,665
130,433
129,918
126,262
125,542

nepiuectolfy

$
retained

100

95 = 9
94.1
94.0
86.0
83 = 0
81,
81,

75 = 5
75 = 2
73 <

72 c

.9
,4

,1
=7

dialysed 3/v/eek

168,058
151,203
132,158

subject h

100

90.0
78.6

day cpin

dialysed 2/week
0 9,058
7 8,973

169 3,385

p

detained

igooo
99.0
37.4



TABLE 5.3

JUTE of EXCBKTION of IHON-59 IN BENaL DISEASE

subject dlvlysis
tuebaty

1
time

hanoi) (days)
bate of loss

^/])ay

a no 0-48 0.068

a yes 48-80 0.41

B no 0-16 0.06

B yes 30-126 1.46

c no 0-102
-

0.98

yes 2/ueek
0-37 0.51

D 3 7"?9 0 .10
0-99 0 .33

1) yes 3/week 0-26 0o88

e yes 0-22 0.75
.

F yes 0-5 0.72

G yes 0-70 0.43

-i

H
.

yes 0-169 0.61
!

— - ■ - i



FIG 5. I. IRON LOSS DURING DIALYSIS PATIENT D



FIG 5-2 RATE OF LOSS OF IRON BEFORE AND AFTER NEPHRECTOMY

DAYS



week, the excretion rate rose to 0.88$ loss per day.

The rate of iron excretion ky patient G is shown in Fig. 5«3»

Kisoverall rate of loss is 0.43$ per day, hut when his shunt was

changed on two occasions, there was a drop in activity corresponding

to blood loss at operation. The rate of loss between changing

shunts was 0.30$ per day0

The -actual blood losses for patients II and J due to blood

left in the coil are shown for the Chron-a-Coil and Ultra-Flo coil

in Table 5«^« The mean value for the combined results is 115 ml

blood for the Chron-a-Coil and 31 ml blood for the Ultra-Flo Coil.

A Student t test was done on the results to discover if the amount

of blood left in the Chron-a-Coil was significantly higher than

that in the Ultra-Flo Coil. On subject H and J separately, the
-?

loss of blood is less with the Ultra-Flo coil at the 5$ significance

level. Using the pooled results, the smaller loss of blood with

the Ultra-Flo coil is significant at the 1$ confidence level.

Obviously very many more results are needed before a complete

statistical analysis could be attempted.

The amount of iron-59 which was transferred into the dialysis

fluid from patient D during dialysis was very low. Despite

counting the dialysis fluid in polythene containers directly beneath

the large detector, the total activity in the dialysis fluid was

less than 0.05$ of the patient's dose.

The uptake of iron from the dialysis fluid was measured in

3 subjects and the results are shown in Table 5»5« The actual

/
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FIG 5-3 RATE OF LOSS OF IRON ON ROT WITH SHUNT CHANGES

DAYS



TABLE 5.4.

Blood Loss during dialysis with Chron-A-Coil and Ultra-Flo Coil

DIALYSIS SUBJECT 11 SUBJECT J

NO. TYPE of COIL Ml. Blood TYPE of COIL Ml. Blood .

1 CI (HUN¬ 107
[

CIO {.ON—

1

135

2 CH RON— 94 ULTBA—FLO 14

3 ULTBA-FLO
•

42
. ■

CI I] ION— 68

4 ULTHA-FLO 37
.

ClfliON—
.

142

5 ClfliON— 84 C1QU1N- 170

6 -

■

_
CBJi.0N- 121

Mean Value CI DION 95 CIDtON 127

ULTBA-FLO 40 ULTBA-FLO 14

Significance t = 5.71 0.02>P>0.01 t = 2.80 0.05>P>.002

Mean Value

for both

Subjects

ClQtON-A-COIL 115 6 - 29 °r
-

ULTBA-FLO COIL 31 6 = 48Jo

Significance t - 4„14 0 . 01>P>0.002



TABLE 5.5

SUBJECT
TOTAL ACTIVITY
IN DIALYSIS FLUID

1
cpm from

Subjoct-litrd
After Dialysis

cpm/uc
I xic taken up
; by Subject

Activity of
Dialysis Fluid

E 120uc 16,760 24,565 0„68 0.57

F 25uc 2,662 25,070 0.106 0.42

II 120uc 18,040 24,565 0.73
1

0.61
]



activity transferred to the subject depends on the activity of

the dialysis fluid, but the uptake expressed as a percentage of

the activity in the dialysis fluid ranges from (0.42 - 0.6l) per

cent with a mean value of 0.53 per cent.

5.4 Discussion

Long-term iron studies on normal males have already been

carried out with the prototype whole-body counter (WILL and BODDY, 1967).

These results together with the studies on patients with renal

failure, whether on dietary regimes or on regular dialysis, are

shown in Table 5»6. The patients with renal failure who are not

on dialysis fall at the lower end of the normal scale with a mean

excretion of 0.075/^ per day. The patients undergoing PJOT, however,

had a greatly increased excretion rate (mean 0.61$ per day), or

a 9-fold increase compared to renal failures not on dialysis.

Patients on IIDT are thus losing iron at a fast rate, the cause

of which could be.either:

(a) Blood being removed for investigations;

(b) intermittent blood loss from shunts;

(c) blood left in the coil after dialysis.

The maximum-amount of blood removed for investigations in

any one week is no more than 40 ml which hardly explains our present

findings. Although there appears to be some blood loss from

Scribner shunts (Patient D) and in association with changes in

shunt positions (Patient G), these are comparatively small and •
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TADLK *3.6.

DAILY IKON LOSSES

-

'

'

/oLoss/Day ~JMean0/olo.ss/day

NOKMALS 0.04-U.26 0.15

KENAL FAIJjIJKH 0.06-0.98 0.075
(Not on Dialysis) •

KENAL FAILUKK 0.33-1.46 o.6l |
(on RDT) .

•

.. .. .



very intermittent sources of Mood loss, unlikely to explain

such a rapid loss of iron. The hlood lost in the coils, however,

is only inaccurately known. By washing the coils with large

quantities of saline and estimating the packed cell volume of the

washings, it was thought that 30 - 50 ml Mood was lost per dialysis

(LINTON and LANSON, 1968)0 esclffiacil and co-workers (1967) estimated

a loss of 60 ml blood in the coil from each dialysis. After

labelling the patient's red cells with chromiuin-51, the mean amount

of blood left in the chron-a-coil after dialysis was 115 ml bloodo

Thus, the patients are losing 200-300 ml blood per week in this

way, a figure which very largely explains the dramatically increased

iron turnover, in these subjects0 As a further index of the

patient's iron state, the seruia iron and T.I.B.C. are shown in

Table 5»7» In all cases patients are iron deficient by this

measurement. The use of the Ultra-flo coil shows a very encouraging

trend towards decreasing the loss of blood at each dialysis.

Since some workers claim that free iron in tap water is

taken up selectively by the dialysing membrane (a) and transferred

to the patient's blood (C) (maieer et al, 1965, CURTIS, 1967) we

decided to study both the loss of labelled iron from the blood(C)

into the dialysis fluid (b) and also transfer of labelled iron

by the dialysing membrane (a) from the dialysate (b) to the patient's

blood (C). The loss of iron-59 into 300 1 dialysis fluid during

one dialysis was very low - 0.057° of administered dose — so
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TABLE 5o?

Serum Iron and T.I.B.C. in RDT Patients and Renal Failures

1 - ■ —
SUBJECT Dialysis

Tlierapy
Serum iron

(ug/lOOml)
T.I.B.C.

(ug/lOOml) <jo Saturation

A No 179 430 41.6

A Yes
.

44 368 12.0

B
i

Yes 2k 493 4.9
i

C No 192 480 40.0

D Yes 48 549 8.7

F
I * Yes 12 385 3.1 |i

G Yes 43
•

561 7.6 i

H Yes 70 268 26.0

NORMAL VALUES No 130
. !

390 33.3



low in fact that it was at the limit of accuracy of the monitor

and the significance of this value is doubtful. In agreement

with our results, TISHER, BAKNETT, FINCH and SCRIBNER (1967) found

no significant iron removal occurred during dialysis using a

modified Kill dialyser for 12-14 hours.

The uptake of iron from the dialysate is considered by some

workers to contribute towards haemosiderosis seen in some dialysis

patients (MAHER et al, 1965)* This uptake of 1 labelled iron

from the dialysing fluid was detected by the whole-body counter

and amounted to a me mi of 0.53 c/» (0.4 2—0.61$) of the activity in

the batho The amount of iron absorbed in this way will depend,

of course, on the amount of iron in tap water. Fig, 5.3 she.:

the iron concentration in various districts in Glasgow, in the

main feeder reservoir, and also states maximum permitted levels

in reservoir inlets which will also be maximum levels at the tcx

« end of the system. If a patient absorbs Go53$ of the iron in

300 1 dialysate per dialysis, even when the contamination was

high as 500 ug per litre, he will only absorb 1,5 mg iron per

week, and in Glasgow, it will take 6 weeks of twice weekly dialysis

to permit 1 mg iron to be absorbed. In Seattle, Washington, the

iron content of tap water varied from 47-63 ug/litre over 14 hours

(TISlIEil, BAKNETT, FINCII and SCBIBNKU, 1966). FREEMAN et al U9o5)

in Washington have a very high iron concentration of 1 mg/litre.

With our dialysis procedure, this would involve a maximum uptake
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TABLE 5.8,

IKON CONTENT of WATER

■

1

<

Ug Fe/l.
i

Loch Katrine 2

Gorbals 80

Average Glasgow 50

Max. permissible in Reservoir Inlets 300-500
I

1



of 1.5-2 m£ iron per dialysis. This amount of iron would have

very little contribution towards haemosiderosis.

llaemosiderosis therefore, did not occur in our patients on

HPT. Rather, all the patients studied who were being dialysed

on a Kolff twin-coil dialyser twice weekly for a total of 20 hours

were iron deficient. This was shown to be a direct consequence

of blood loss in the dialyser at the end of dialysis. Indeed,

iron therapy in the form of I0V. Imferon after each dialysis has

been instituted in the patients studied here.

r
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